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Abstract
An organism’s phenome is the expression of characteristics from genetic inheritance
and interaction with the environment. This includes simple physical appearance and
traits, and even complex diseases. In human, the understanding of the relationship
of such features with genetic markers gives insights into the mechanisms involved in
the expression, and can also help to design targeted therapies and new drugs. In other
species, such as plants, correlation of phenotypes with genetic mutations and geoclimatic
variables also assists in the understanding of evolutionary global diversity and important
characteristics such as flowering time.
In this thesis, we propose to use high-order machine learning methods to help in the
analysis of phenome through the associations with biological networks and ontologies.
We show that, by combining biological networks with functional annotation of genes, we
can extract high-order relations to improve the discovery of new candidate associations
between genes and phenotypes.
We also propose to detect high-order relations among multiple genomics datasets,
geoclimatic features, and interactions among genes, to find a feature representation that
can be utilized to successfully predict phenotypes. Experiments using the Arabidopsis
thaliana species shows that our approach does not only contribute with an accurate
predictive tool, but also brings an intuitive alternative for the analysis of correlation
among plant accessions, genetic markers, and geoclimatic variables.
Finally, we propose a scalable approach to solve challenges inherited from the use of
massive biological networks in phenome analysis. Our low-rank method can be used to
process massive networks in parallel computing to enable large-scale prior knowledge to
be incorporated and improve predictive power.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The phenome is the whole set of phenotypes, expressed characteristics of an individual
that are the result of genetic inheritance and environment interaction. Prediction of
marker genes associated with phenotypes is an important task to be done. This provides
understanding the underlying biological processes involved in feature differentiation and
cellular mechanisms responsible for the development of diseases. Moreover, prediction
of traits of individuals is also highly desirable, such as in plant crops, in order to better
optimize production, quality, and cost, through proper utilization of resources.
Network-based methods have been successfully utilized in this context. Several stud-
ies have shown that random walk can be applied on a protein interaction network in
order to leverage gene modules to identify candidate genetic markers associated to phe-
notypes [1, 2, 3, 4]. Moreover, high-order methods have been applied to incorporate
multiple sources of information in a single machine learning model. It has been shown
that disease networks and protein interaction networks can be integrated with a Kro-
necker product graph capable to perform multi-task learning to simultaneously identify
candidate genes for multiple diseases [5, 6].
1.1 Challenges and Objectives
There are still many challenges and tasks to be performed using high-order network-
based approaches for phenome-genome association analysis:
1. There are many types of biological network, such as protein-protein interaction
1
2networks, the human phenotype ontology, and gene ontology, and there is an op-
portunity to combine all this information in a single high-order method capable
to better discover phenome-genome associations. As discussed in Chapter 2, these
networks are in constant growth. Therefore, combining the different sources of
data is helpful prior information to be used in machine learning. Existing ap-
proaches applied to this task such as Label Propagation and Bi-Random Walk
ignore some of the networks that might contribute to a better predictive model;
2. The phenome is not only expressed according to genomics features but also de-
pending on environment interactions. Thus, it is reasonable to presume that
adding this source of information to a machine learning model might also col-
laborate with the phenome-genome association analysis. Several studies utilizing
plants, especially Arabidopsis thaliana, have used environment variables to analyze
correlation to traits [7, 8]. However, there is a lack of studies that combine, in a
single predictive model, environmental variables with genomics data, such as tran-
scriptome, mutation profile, and epigenomics, besides network-based knowledge.
It is challenging how to combine all these heterogeneous sources of information
successfully in a single high-order method;
3. The growth of biological networks makes it challenging to be incorporated by
machine learning. The Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) database [9], for
instance, contains more than 146 million proteins, where more than half-million
are manually annotated and reviewed in Swiss-Prot. While such a large number of
proteins may be utilized in a massive biological network, there is a need for scalable
methods that help to achieve this task in the phenome-genome association analysis
context.
1.2 Contributions
In this thesis, we propose methods for learning high-order relation among multiple
biological networks and genomics data in order to perform phenome-genome association
analysis:
31. By leveraging prior knowledge on a hierarchical structure among human pheno-
types and gene functional annotations provided by ontologies, and interaction
among genetic markers, we show that transfer learning and multi-task learning
can be used to propagate known gene-phenotype associations in a model that we
call Transfer Learning Dual Label Propagation (tlDLP) to discover new candidate
associations;
2. We also propose a new approach called hierarchical canonical correlation anal-
ysis (HCCA) to integrate multiple genomics datasets, geoclimatic features, and
biological network information, in order to find a feature representation that can
be utilized to successfully predict phenotypes. Our work using the Arabidopsis
thaliana species shows that our method does not only contribute with an accu-
rate predictive model but also brings a helpful tool for the analysis of correlation
among variables;
3. Motivated by the challenges inherited from the use of massive protein networks
in phenome analysis, we introduce a scalable label propagation algorithm using
parallel computing and low-rank kernel approximation by the Nystro¨m method,
which we call LP-LOKA.
1.3 Outline
The rest of the thesis will be organized into the following chapters:
• Chapter 2 discusses background knowledge on genomics data, biological networks,
and ontologies;
• Chapter 3 describes high-order methods, including existing work and applications
to phenotype-genome association analysis;
• Chapter 4 describes our approach in learning cross-graph relations for phenome-
genome association analysis using ontology information and gene functional an-
notation;
4• Chapter 5 describes how we proposed to learn high-order relations among multiple
genomics datasets, environmental variables, and network information, to find a
feature representation for predicting phenotypes;
• Chapter 6 introduces a scalable method for utilizing a massive biological network
in phenome-genome association analysis, through network low-rank approximation
and parallel computing;
• Finally, we summarize all these algorithms and models and then discuss possible
future work in Chapter 7.
Chapter 2
Genomics, Biological Networks
and Ontologies
Phenome-genome association studies are guided by a variety of datasets, which often
include genomic data and network-based information. Genomic data of individuals is
collected by bioinformatics platforms to analyze several different aspects of their DNA
structure and activity, such as variants from a reference genome, expression of genes, and
DNA methylation. From another perspective, biological networks provide knowledge
from the species’ point of view, such as interaction among proteins and ontologies to
describe the hierarchical relationship between phenotypes and gene functions.
2.1 Genomics
Genomics datasets include important information to describe characteristics of the indi-
viduals, that can identify specificities to explain phenotypes observed. This information
can be obtained from several different types of datasets, which involves a profile of
mutations, structural variations, and description of the current molecular activity of
cells.
5
62.1.1 Transcriptome sequencing
The transcriptome is the collection of all the messenger RNA (mRNA) contained in the
cells of an individual. RNAs participate from important biological processes of a cell,
such as the regulation and translation to amino acid sequences. Unlike the genome, the
transcriptome is highly dynamic, exhibiting variation across tissues, cell types, and the
time.
Next-generation sequencing (NGS) methods can sequence the RNA transcripts by
the process called RNA-sequencing (RNA-Seq), which allows later analysis to quantify
the gene and isoform expression levels. In the most common procedure, the mRNA of
a collection of cells is first fragmented to allow short-read sequencing. The fragments
are then converted to complementary DNA (cDNA), that is more stable and can be
more easily amplified. DNA adapters are also added to the molecules to help with the
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for amplification, and to make them recognizable by
the sequencing machine. Finally, the amplified DNAs are sequenced [10].
Short-reads detected by the RNA-Seq can be mapped to a reference genome by
aligners such as Bowtie [11] and TopHat [12]. The alignment information can then be
used to estimate the quantification of molecular activity at gene or isoform level by a
software such as Cuﬄinks [13].
2.1.2 DNA methylation
DNA methylation is the biological process in which methyl groups are added to the
DNA. The addition of a methyl group to the 5’ position of the cytosine is shown to
affect gene expression levels and chromatin structure regulation [14]. As an example,
the formation of 5-methylcytosine in a gene promoter, which is a methylated form of
the DNA base cytosine, is associated with repression of the gene expression [15]. These
changes by the methylation, therefore, can result in different phenotypes expressed by
an individual. In plants, DNA methylation has been shown to have a strong influence
on the development and environmental-stress responses [16]. Factors that promote
methylation include structural variations of the DNA, such as transposable elements
indels, chromosome rearrangements, and mutations, besides environmental conditions
[17].
7NGS methods can detect DNA methylation through several platforms, such as
Methyl-Seq, which provides short-reads representing methylated fragments. These reads
can be mapped to a reference genome, as in RNA-Seq, to obtain the methylation level
by each position of the DNA.
2.1.3 Genetic variations
Gene expression and DNA methylation provide knowledge about the current state of
molecular activity. In order to characterize individuals by their genetic material, it is
also helpful to utilize information about the inherited DNA variants, which exhibits
the particularities of the individual with respect to the reference genome, or a collec-
tion of variations on a pan-genome. Variants are also helpful to detect differences in
subpopulations [18]. Among the types of variants, there are the following:
• Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) are point mutations in which a single
base pair of the DNA is substituted by another. To be characterized as an SNP, the
substitution must occur in at least 1% of the population [19]. Several databases
exist to catalog SNPs, such as the dbSNP [20]. These databases report annotations
about the SNPs, such as diseases and other phenotypes associated;
• Insertion and deletions (indels) of a certain number of base pairs in the DNA
may also happen. Due to the larger size, indels are more disruptive than SNPs,
especially when they occur in coding regions of the genome. Moreover, this type
of mutation helps to more strongly characterize subpopulations;
• Copy number variations (CNVs) are large-scale variations of the DNA, which
include insertions, deletions, and substitutions, that may change the number of
gene copies in the DNA. CNVs account for a substantial proportion of genetic
variations [18].
RNA-Seq data can also be used to detect mutations in the DNA structure. Using
a software such as VCFTools [21], it is possible to identify mutations of several types,
such as SNPs and indels, by processing the alignment of the short-reads to the reference
genome.
82.2 Biological Networks
In this section, we describe biological networks that are commonly utilized in phenome-
genome association analysis.
2.2.1 Protein-protein interaction networks
Protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks are undirected graphs representing associ-
ations between pairs of proteins, curated from several different sources of information,
such as gene co-expression, knowledge from biochemistry events, phenotype ontologies
annotation, and gene annotations. Two of the most common PPI networks are the
Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (BioGrid) [22] and the Search
Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) [23].
BioGrid contains more than 1.6 million associations between proteins from most of
the model organism species, curated by controlled experimental vocabularies through
text mining methods. In human, the database includes more than 360 thousand asso-
ciations among more than 23 thousand genes.
STRING is a PPI that provides interactions of three types: curated directly from
experimental evidence; according to metabolic, signaling and transcriptional pathways;
and predicting associations de novo, using a variety of computational techniques. Cur-
rently, STRING contains more than 2 billion interactions among 24.6 million proteins
of 5090 organisms.
PPI networks are widely used in network-based approaches in computational biology
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In these approaches, PPI networks are used in order to add knowledge
to computational models that utilize datasets with missing, or noisy, information for
a subset of proteins. The PPI, therefore, acts as a regulator that controls agreement
between the genomics data information and the information available in the PPI.
2.2.2 Protein similarity networks
Protein networks can be obtained by the amino acid sequence similarity between pairs
of proteins. In this case, the high similarity between a pair indicates homology, which
means that they have close ancestry or similar protein structure. Tools to find protein
homology include the following:
9• PSI-BLAST: BLAST [24] is a commonly used tool for local alignment of a DNA
or protein sequence against a sequence database to find statistically significant
similarity between a query sequence and a target sequence in the database. PSI-
BLAST (Position-Specific Iterated BLAST) [25] is an improved version of BLAST
for protein profile search that applies better heuristic and criterion for triggering
gapped alignments. PSI-BLAST performs a BLAST search to build a position-
specific score matrix (PSSM) generated from significant alignments and then it-
eratively searches the database with the PSSM to update the PSSM with newly
identified significant alignments.
• HMMer: Hidden Markov models (HMMs) can also be used to find protein sim-
ilarity. HMMer [26] is a well-known method for detecting protein homology in
a database by building profile HMM from multiple sequence alignment (MSA).
JackHMMer [27] is an iterative version of HMMer that searches a query sequence
against the sequence database with a profile HMM. In each iteration, JackHMMer
identifies all the matches that pass specific probability thresholds to be included
in the multiple alignment for building an updated profile HMM to search the
database again in the next iteration.
• HHSearch: HHSearch [28] is also a protein database search method using profile
HMM built from MSA. Protein homology was detected based on a probabilistic
measurement of the comparison between HMMs by HMM-HMM comparison aim-
ing to provide higher sensitivity and reliability. HHBlits [29] is an extension of
HHSearch to enable fast iterative sequence search.
Similarity can also be measured at the protein fold level, or tertiary structure, instead
of at their homology. When protein structure is available in the protein data bank (PDB)
[30] repository, there are measures to report tertiary structural similarity between a pair,
such as the TM-Align algorithm [31], and the Global Distance Test with Total Score
(GDT-TS) [32].
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2.3 Biological Ontologies
An ontology is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose organization among entities de-
scribes their relationship and properties. Therefore, the ontology not only represents
interaction, or similarity, among entities, but also provides annotation to understand
how the associations are defined. In computational biology, it is common to utilize
ontology as a hierarchical organization. In this case, one entity may represent a group,
or a generalization, of other entities in the graph. It is also a challenge, and an open
question, how to better utilize the ontology in a computational model in order to lever-
age information among entities. This has been extensively studied in natural language
processing, and several methods exist to find semantic similarity between entities in an
ontology using information about their ancestors [33, 34, 35, 36].
2.3.1 Human phenotype ontology
The Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) [37] is an ontology composed of entities that
describe clinical abnormalities in human diseases, inheritance, disease progression, and
frequency of occurrence. The ontology was built using several sources, such as medical
literature, Orphanet, DECIPHER, and OMIM, and is in a constant upgrade.
An example of HPO is shown in Figure 2.1. We can see that the ontology describes
relationships among terms using the keyword is a. The is a keyword represents a
subtype, in which A is a B indicates that A is a subtype of B.
HP:0006625
Multifocal breast 
carcinoma
HP:0003002
Breast carcinoma
HP:0100013
Neoplasm of the 
breast
HP:0011793
Neoplasm by 
anatomical site
HP:0031093
Abnormal breast 
morphology
HP:0004375
Neoplasm of the 
nervous system
HP:0100006
Neoplasm of the 
central nervous 
system
HP:0100007
Neoplasm of the 
peripheral nervous 
system
HP:0030430
Neuroma is_a
is_a
is_a
is_a is_a is_a
is_a
HP:0012639
Abnormality of 
nervous system 
morphology
is_a
is_a
HP:0002664
Neoplasm
is_a
HP:0000707
Abnormality of the 
nervous system
is_a
HP:0000769
Abnormality of the 
breast
is_a
Figure 2.1: Example of human phenotype ontology.
The Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) includes relationship among entities using the is a
keyword to represent subtypes.
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The example in Figure 2.1 shows that both Neuroma (HP:0030430) and Multifo-
cal breast carcinoma (HP:0006625) are subtypes of Neoplasm (HP:0002664). How-
ever, they are associated with different terms to describe abnormality (HP:0000707 and
HP:0000769). Another important information provided by the HPO is the annotation
of genes associated with each ontology term. As an example, Neuroma (HP:0030430) is
reported to be associated with genes PDCD10, CCM2, and KRIT1. It is also important
to notice that, due to the hierarchical organization of the HPO, ancestors term will also
be associated with genes in the descendant terms.
2.3.2 Gene ontology
The Gene Ontology (GO) [38, 39] is a collection of three disjoint domains whose terms
– known as GO terms – are used to describe biological knowledge associated with genes
products, which are the following:
• Biological processes (BP): Includes terms associated with specific biological
tasks to be performed by the cells, such as DNA repair and signal transduction;
• Molecular functions (MF): The molecular function domain is composed of
terms that describe the gene product activities at a molecular level, such as catal-
ysis, and transport;
• Cellular components (CC): Is composed of terms that describe the structural
locations in the cells where the gene products perform a task. Therefore, differently
than biological processes and molecular functions, the cellular component domain
does not describe processes, but cellular anatomy.
Relationship annotation between pairs of terms in the GO is more complex than
in the HPO, involving other options besides the is a relationship. The main types of
associations used by the GO are the following:
• is a: Similarly as in the HPO, is a represents a subtype in the ontology;
• part of : Is used to represent a part-whole relationship in which A part of B
means that if B exists, A is necessarily part of B;
12
• has part: Is the complement of part of in which A has part B means that if
A exists, B will always exist and be part of A;
• regulates: Represents the case that a one process directly affects the manifesta-
tion of another process.
GO:0010465
Nerve growth factor 
receptor activity
GO:0048406
Nerve growth factor 
bindinghas_part
GO:0038180
Nerve growth factor 
signaling pathway
part_of
GO:0043121
Neurotrophin 
binding
is_a
GO:0038179
Neurotrophin 
signaling pathway
is_a
GO:0000018
Regulation of DNA 
recombination
GO:0006310
DNA recombination
regulates
Figure 2.2: Example of gene ontology.
The Gene Ontology (GO) includes several different types of associations among terms.
Figure 2.2 shows an example of part of the biological process domain of the GO. As
we can see, nerve growth factor activity (GO:0010465) has nerve growth factor binding
(GO:0048406) as part of it. Nerve growth factor activity is also part of the nerve
growth factor signaling pathway (GO:0038180). At the right, we see an example where
the term Regulation of DNA Recombination (GO:0000018) represents an association of
type regulation to the DNA Recombination term (GO:0006310).
As in the HPO, another important characteristic of the GO is the annotation of genes
associated with each GO term. Nerve growth factor receptor activity (GO:0010465),
for example, is reported to be associated with 23 genes.
2.3.3 Plant ontologies
There are also ontologies that are specifically designed for the analysis of biological func-
tions in plants. The Planteome database [40], for example, contains several ontologies,
which includes the following:
• Plant ontology (PO): Contains a collection of terms to describes plant anatomy,
morphology, and the stages of plant development. E.g.: embryo leaf (PO:0006338)
and fruit quality trait (PO:0009089);
• Plant trait ontology (TO): A collection of terms to describe features, char-
acteristics, and qualities in plants. E.g.: abiotic stress trait (TO:0000168), and
chemical stress sensitivity (TO:0000482);
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• Plant environmental conditions (PECO): The ontology describes treatments,
growing conditions, and study types used in plant biology experiments. E.g.: am-
monium exposure (EO:0001017) and caffeine exposure (EO:0007524).
In the Arabidopsis thaliana species, the AraPheno database [41] reports phenotypes
associated to the TO and PECO terms, as well as a list of studies that utilize them.
Chapter 3
High-Order Methods
When data from multiple domains is available, high-order learning methods can be
utilized to integrate all the information such that to improve prediction tasks. Several
approaches exist to perform high-order learning, which depends on the type of dataset
available, and how the individual tasks relate to each other.
3.1 Single-Task Learning
Given a set of T tasks (t1, . . . , tT ), each task ti has a training data (Xi, yi), where
Xi ∈ RN×M contains m independent variables of N samples, and yi ∈ RN a target
variable, single-task learning solves each task individually such that no collaboration
among the task is done. Figure 3.1 (A) shows a schema of single-task learning. We
can notice that each task builds its own learning system, which will be used to make
predictions for the individual domains.
Network-based semi-supervised learning by label propagation is a single-task learn-
ing method that has been applied to successfully predict phenotype-gene associations
in several variations [1, 2, 3, 4]. Given a target phenotype p, the objective of label
propagation is to learn a set y ∈ R representing associations with the phenotype p as
illustrated in Figure 3.2. Notation is summarized in Table 3.1. Label propagation as-
sumes that genes should be assigned to the same label if they are connected in the PPI
14
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Figure 3.1: Comparison among single-task, multi-task and multi-view learn-
ing.
The illustration compares single-task learning (A) with high-order methods, represented
by multi-task learning / transfer learning in (B) and multi-view learning in (C).
PPI Network (S)
Phenotypes
p
... ...
Yˆp
tr(Y LSY
T )
Figure 3.2: Illustration of label propagation.
The label propagation model predicts the gene associations by each single phenotype
based on a PPI network.
network, which leads to the following objective function:
Ψ(y) =
m∑
i,j=1
S¯ij(yi − yj)2 + θ
∑
i
(yi − y0i)2
= yTLSy + θ||y − y0||2,
(3.1)
where θ is a parameter to balance the contributions of the two terms in the equation, the
first of which is the normalized graph Laplacian term encouraging consistent labeling
in the network and the second is the fitting term to initial labeling. Specifically, for
any pair of genes connected by an edge, there is a cost proportional to the difference
in the labels and the edge weight. A large difference between coefficients on two genes
connected with a highly weighted edge will result in a large cost in the objective function.
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Thus, the objective function encourages assigning similar weights to genes connected
by edges of larger weights. The smaller the θ parameter, the more importance put on
the network information. Equation (3.1) can be extended to predict associations with
all the phenotypes as following:
ΨLP (Y ) = tr(Y LSY
T ) + θ||Y − Y0||2F , (3.2)
where tr(•) is the trace function and || • ||F is the Frobenius norm. Note that this
model learns each row in Y independent as shown in Figure 3.2 and thus is a single-task
learning model.
Notation Definition
m, NY number of genes and phenotypes
S ∈ R≥0m×m weighted PPI network
GY ∈ R≥0NY ×NY binary graph representing a phenotype network
S¯ ∈ R≥0m×m normalized PPI network S¯ = D− 12SD− 12
G¯Y ∈ R≥0NY ×NY normalized network G¯Y = D− 12GYD− 12
LS = I − S¯ normalized graph Laplacian of S¯
D degree matrix of a graph
LGY = I − G¯Y normalized graph Laplacian of G¯Y
Y0 ∈ R≥0NY ×m known gene-phenotype associations for training
Y ∈ R≥0NY ×m phenotype-gene associations to learn (non-negative)
Table 3.1: Notations of related methods
In [42], the authors have shown an alternative formulation of label propagation that
iterates the following expression until convergence:
Y t+1 = αLsY
t + (1− α)Y0, (3.3)
where α ∈ (0, 1) balances the contributions of the two terms, and t representing the
iteration number. Moreover, since eigenvalues of Ls are between -1 and 1, Equation
(3.3) converges to the following closed-form solution:
lim
t→∞Y
t+1 = (1− α)(I − αLS)−1Y0 (3.4)
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3.2 Multi-Task Learning and Transfer Learning
In multi-task learning, multiple learning problems are solved jointly such that informa-
tion is shared among them to improve the individual predictive power. Transfer learning
is a type of multi-task learning method. In this case, information is also shared among
the tasks but, instead of solved simultaneously, the tasks are solved alternately. Figure
3.1 (B) depicts the mechanism utilized by multi-task learning.
Bi-Random Walk (BiRW) [5, 6] is a multi-task learning algorithm for phenome-
genome association analysis. BiRW performs random walk on the Kronecker product
graph between a PPI network and the phenotype network, as shown in the schema of
Figure 3.3.
matrix Y
S GY
s1
s2
s3
f1
f2
f3s4
f4
(s1, f1)
(s2, f2)
(s3, f3)
(s4, f4)
Figure 3.3: Illustration of bi-random walk schema.
The Bi-Random Walk model predicts the gene associations to phenotypes in multi-task
learning using a PPI network and a phenotype network.
BiRW has been shown to be an effective algorithm for phenotype-gene association
prediction by combining PPI network and phenotype similarity network. It can itera-
tively perform random walk steps according to the following equation:
~Yt = α(S¯ ⊗ G¯Y )~Yt−1 + (1− α)~Y0 (3.5)
where α ∈ (0, 1) is a tuning parameter, Yt is the estimation of associations at iteration
t, and ~Y represents the vectorization of Y . BiRW performs a bi-random walk based on
a correspondence between the clusters in the two networks as bi-modules.
3.3 Multi-View Learning
In the multi-view learning setting, given R tasks (X1, y), (X2, y), . . . (XR, y), each task
(Xi, y) can utilize the independent variables Xi for predicting the same target variable
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y. This is represented by Figure 3.1 (C). This situation happens when, for instance, X1
is a gene expression data of N samples, X2 a mutation profile from the same samples,
and y a phenotype value to be predicted by either X1 or X2. Therefore, multi-view
learning aims to combine both X1 and X2 in a single learning model capable to better
predict labels y.
Canonical correlation analysis (CCA) can be used as one of the steps in a multi-view
method by performing a joint dimension reduction across all the datasets, which can
be later used by supervised learning. In CCA, given two datasets X1 ∈ RN×D1 and
X2 ∈ RN×D2 , we wish to find projections w1 ∈ Rd1 and w2 ∈ Rd2 such as to maximize
the correlation between the canonical variables u1 = X1w1 and u2 = X2w2, which can
be defined by the following optimization problem:
max
w1,w2
corr(u1, u2) =
uT1 u2√
uT1 u1u
T
2 u2
=
wT1 C12w2√
wT1 C11w1w
T
2 C22w2
, (3.6)
where Cab = X
T
a Xb. Since the rescale of w is arbitrary, CCA can be solved as the
following constrained optimization:
max
w1,w2
wT1 C12w2
subj to wTi Ciiwi = 1, i = 1, 2
, (3.7)
In order to account for singularities in Cii, such as in high-dimensional data, it is
common to add a L2 penalty on wi in the form of C˜ii = Cii + αI, in a similar idea as
ridge regression [43, 44, 45].
Several attempts have been made to utilize CCA with more than two views. One
of the most common approaches is the maximization of the pairwise correlation among
the datasets [46]:
max
w1,...,wR
R∑
i,i′=1
wTi Cii′wi′√
wTi Ciiw1w
T
i′Ci′i′wi′
subj to wTi Ciiwi = 1, i = 1, . . . , R
(3.8)
where R is the number of datasets. More recently, [43] introduced a Tensor CCA
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(TCCA) formulation which, instead of working on pairs of views, maximized the high-
order tensor correlation among the datasets:
max
w1,...,wR
C12...R×¯1w1×¯2w2 . . . ×¯RwR
subj to wTi Ciiwi = 1, i = 1, . . . , R,
(3.9)
where C12...R is the covariance tensor. In [43], the authors show that the problem
can be solved using alternating least squares for CANDECOMP / PARAFAC (CP)
decomposition of the tensor.
After finding the projection of the datasets that maximize the correlation among
them, machine learning methods such as regression by Support Vector Regression (SVR)
can be used to predict phenotypes in phenome analysis. In [47], for example, the authors
have used CCA as a data integration method to combine multiple single-cell RNA-Seq
datasets for clustering.
In SVR, given training datapoints {(x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)} ∈ Rk × R, SVR finds w ∈
Rk and b ∈ R such that the linear function f(x) = wTx+ b has at most  deviation from
y. In order to allow a soft margin on , it is possible to introduce slack variables ξ+i and
ξ−i for each sample, in the form of (+ ξ
+
i ) and (+ ξ
−
i ). Then, SVR can be described
by the following optimization problem:
min
1
2
||w||2 + C
n∑
i=1
(ξ+i + ξ
−
i )
subj to yi − (wTxi + b) ≤ + ξ+i
(wTxi + b)− yi ≤ + ξ−i
ξ+i , ξ
−
i ≥ 0
, (3.10)
where C > 0 controls the tolerance of the soft-margin. Using the technique of Lagrange
multiplier, Equation (3.10) has the following Lagrangian:
Lp =
1
2
||w||2 + C
n∑
i=1
(ξ+i + ξ
−
i )−
n∑
i=1
α+i [+ ξ
+
i − yi + (wTxi + b)]
−
n∑
i=1
α−i [+ ξ
−
i + yi − (wTxi + b)]−
n∑
i=1
(µ+i ξ
+
i + µ
−
i ξ
−
i )
(3.11)
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Next, taking derivative with respect on w, b, ξ+i , and ξ
−
i , and replacing in Equation
(3.10) we can write the dual expression:
Ld = −1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(α+i − α−i )(α+j − α−j )xTi xj − 
n∑
i=1
(α+i + α
−
i )
+
n∑
i=1
yi(α
+
i − α−i )
subj to 0 ≤ α+i ≤ C, 0 ≤ α−i ≤ C,
n∑
i=1
(α+i − α−i ) = 0
(3.12)
Note that in Equation (3.12), the kernel trick can be performed on xTi xj in order
to capture the non-linearity of the data, such as by the Gaussian kernel K(xi, xj) =
exp(−σ||xi − xj ||2).
Chapter 4
Learning from Multiple Biological
Networks and Gene Functional
Annotation
4.1 Introduction
To understand the relationship between phenotypes and genes, many studies used
molecular profiling and sequencing at a genome-wide scale of individuals with par-
ticular phenotypes to identify phenotypegene associations. For example, in OMIM
(Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man), gene associations with more than ten thou-
sands of genetic disorders are documented. Using the discovered associations, quite
a few computational techniques have been developed to predict new OMIM associa-
tions based on networks of OMIM disease phenotype similarities and gene relations
[48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 1, 2, 3, 4, 53, 54, 55].
There are two major limitations in the current studies. First, there is a lack of
a computational framework to predict gene associations with phenotypes organized
in an ontology. In the literature, the most commonly used approach is to organize a
controlled vocabulary of a full collection of phenotypes (called phenome) of a phenotype
ontology [56, 57, 58]. In particular, Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) presents a
standardized vocabulary of the phenotypic features of human diseases. For example, the
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Figure 4.1: Gene associations with HPO and GO.
The annotations of genes (bottom nodes) by their associations with the phenotypes in
HPO (top right nodes) and Biological Process terms in GO (top left nodes). Each gene
is only connected to the most specific annotated nodes in the ontologies. The annotation
path from HP:0002367 through its ancestor nodes is shown in the dashed curve. The
protein-protein interactions (PPIs) are also visualized by connections between genes.
HPO term HP:0002367, visual hallucinations, is a phenotype of Lewy body dementia
(OMIM:127750) and myoclonic epilepsy of Lafora (OMIM:254780). The hierarchical
structures among the phenotypes in an ontology pose several challenges in the prediction
since the prediction should be based on the evaluation of the associations between a gene
and all the phenotypes on the paths from more specific phenotypes at deeper levels to
the root in the ontology. For example, in the Human Phenotype Ontology illustrated
in Figure 4.1, gene NHLRC1 is also associated with HP:0000738 and HP:0000708, both
of which are ancestors of HP:0002367 in the ontology.
Second, there are only a few known associations available for training. For example,
in HPO, more than half of the phenotypes are annotated with no or only one gene
association, and the sparsity makes prediction impossible or much less reliable even if
gene-gene interactions can be introduced as additional training information.
To tackle the two limitations, we first introduce Dual Label Propagation (DLP) to
impose consistent associations with entire phenotype paths in the ontology and then
the transfer learning framework (tlDLP) to incorporate functional annotations in gene
ontology (GO) for additional training information. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the
DLP model predicts the associations of genes with their most specific annotated phe-
notypes in HPO utilizing both the connections in the PPI network and HPO to allow
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ontology-based predictions. By simultaneously reconstructing GO term-gene associa-
tions and HPO phenotype-gene associations, tlDLP applies transfer learning to utilize
enriched training associations through relation with GO terms. Transfer learning was
widely applied by combining base learning models with additional regularizations on
the structures among the variables [59, 60] and was previously shown improving can-
cer biomarker discovery across multiple types of cancers [61]. In this context, transfer
learning between phenotype ontology and Gene Ontology bridges the knowledge of phe-
notypes and gene functions through their gene associations. In the experiments, the
DLP and tlDLP methods are comprehensively evaluated by prediction of associations
in HPO based on human protein-protein interaction network and Gene Ontology. We
also demonstrate how ontology-based dual label propagation and transfer learning with
gene ontology can improve the predictions with real examples.
4.2 Methods
In this section, we first introduce the mathematical notations. Next, we present the dual
label propagation (DLP) algorithm for multi-task learning and then further extend the
DLP model into the transfer learning framework (tlDLP) to incorporate gene functional
annotations in gene ontology (GO).
4.2.1 Notations
The notations to define the models are summarized in Table 4.1. Let m be the number
of genes, NY be the number of phenotypes in the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO),
and NX be the number of gene functions in Gene Ontology (GO) and S be the protein-
protein interaction (PPI) network. The PPI network S is used to construct a normalized
graph Laplacian L = I − S¯, where S¯ = D− 12SD− 12 , and D is a diagonal matrix with
the row-sum of S on the diagonal entries. Similarly, the Human Phenotype Ontology
GY and the Gene Ontology GX are used to construct the normalized graph Laplacian
LGY and LGX so that LGY = I − G¯Y and LGX = I − G¯X . The known phenotype-gene
associations for training are represented by a binary matrix Yˆ with 1 for entries of
known association and 0 otherwise. Similarly, the known GO term-gene associations for
training are represented by a binary matrix Xˆ with 1 for entries of known association
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Notation Definition
m, NY , NX number of genes, phenotypes and gene functions
S ∈ R≥0m×m weighted PPI network
GY ∈ R≥0NY ×NY binary graph representing phenotype ontology
GX ∈ R≥0NX×NX binary graph representing gene ontology
S¯ ∈ R≥0m×m normalized PPI network S¯ = D− 12SD− 12
G¯Y ∈ R≥0NY ×NY normalized ontology G¯Y = D− 12GYD− 12
G¯X ∈ R≥0NX×NX normalized ontology G¯X = D− 12GXD− 12
LS = I − S¯ normalized graph Laplacian of S¯
LGY = I − G¯Y normalized graph Laplacian of G¯Y
LGX = I − G¯X normalized graph Laplacian of G¯X
Yˆ ∈ R≥0NY ×m known gene-phenotype associations for training
Xˆ ∈ R≥0NX×m known gene-function associations for training
Zˆ = Xˆ ∗ Yˆ T phenotype-GO term association for transfer learning
Y ∈ R≥0NY ×m phenotype-gene associations to learn (non-negative)
X ∈ R≥0NX×m GO function-gene associations to learn (non-negative)
Table 4.1: Notations used by DLP and tlDLP
and 0 otherwise. When transfer learning is applied, a GO term-phenotype association
Zˆ = Xˆ ∗ Yˆ T is also constructed based on the known phenotype-gene associations and
GO term-gene associations.
4.2.2 Dual label propagation model
To introduce multi-task learning among all the phenotypes in the ontology, we present
a dual label propagation method on the associations in Y . The dual label propagation
model (DLP) shown in Figure 4.2 (A) combines the label propagation in Equation
(3.2) for both PPI network and HPO. DLP extends the base model by coupling two
smoothness terms: the first term imposes the smoothness in the PPI Network such that
interacting genes tend to be associated with the same phenotype, and a new second
term imposes the smoothness in the HPO such that the connected phenotypes (parent-
child pairs) are encouraged to be associated with the same genes. This dual coupling
introduces multi-task learning since the gene associations of all the phenotypes are
predicted all together. DLP works with the following objective function,
ΨDLP (Y ) = ||Y − Yˆ ||2W + βtr(Y LSY T ) + γtr(Y TLGY Y ), (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of DLP and tlDLP.
(A) DLP model explores the phenotype paths in the phenotype ontology. (B) tlDLP model
performs transfer learning between GO and HPO. The dashed lines show Gene Ontology (GO)
term-gene associations (matrix X) and the Human Phenotype Ontology (HPO) phenotype-
gene associations (matrix Y ). The GO-term-phenotype associations Z is constructed from the
training associations Xˆ and Yˆ . The solid arrows denote the annotation paths in HPO.
where β ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 are tuning parameters and the binary indicator matrix Wij = δ(Yˆij)
only selects the known associations to penalize as follows,
||Y − Yˆ ||2W =
∑
ij
Wi,j(Yi,j − Yˆi,j)2. (4.2)
In Equation (4.1), while tr(Y LSY
T ) imposes smoothness among the genes for asso-
ciation with a phenotype (a row in Y ), tr(Y TLGY Y ) imposes smoothness among the
phenotypes for association with a gene (a column in Y ). Thus, dual label propagation
imposes double smoothness among the associations by genes or phenotypes, and this de-
pendence among both columns and rows introduces multi-task learning. The algorithm
for solving DLP is described in Algorithm 1.
In the Algorithm 1, LBFGSB is the Limited-memory Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-
Shanno with box constraints optimization function, and the gradient in line 7 is given
by:
∂ΨDLP (Y )
∂Y
= (Y − Yˆ )W + βY LS + γLGY Y, (4.3)
where (Y − Yˆ )W is only computed for known associations, and is zero otherwise.
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Algorithm 1 Dual Label Propagation (DLP)
1: function DLP(Yˆ , S¯, G¯Y )
2: Y = Yˆ
3: LS = I − S¯
4: LGY = I − G¯Y
5: do
6: f = ΨDLP (Y )
7: g = ∂ΨDLP (Y )∂Y . Equation (4.1)
8: Y = LBFGSB(f, g, Y )
9: until convergence
10: return Y
11: end function
4.2.3 Transfer learning across ontologies
To extend the DLP model for transfer learning between phenotype ontology and gene
ontology, we introduce the transfer learning Dual Label Propagation (tlDLP) model to
simultaneously learn gene function-gene associations and phenotype-gene associations
shown in Figure 4.2 (B). Given the training phenotype associations Yˆ and gene functions
Xˆ, the tlDLP model jointly learns Y and X minimizing the following objective function,
ΨtlDLP (X,Y ) = ||X − Xˆ||2W + ||Y − Yˆ ||2W+
+ βY tr(Y LSY
T ) + γY tr(Y
TLGY Y )
+ βXtr(XLSX
T ) + γXtr(X
TLGXX)
+ ζ||Zˆ −XY T ||2F ,
(4.4)
where Zˆ = XˆYˆ T is the phenotype-gene function association estimated from the training
labels and βX ≥ 0, βY ≥ 0, γX ≥ 0, γY ≥ 0 and ζ ≥ 0 are five regularization
parameters. In the transfer learning model, the additional cost term ||Zˆ − XY T ||2F
measures an agreement between the predicted phenotype associations and gene function
associations through common genes, i.e. for phenotypes and gene functions associated
with overlapping genes in the training associations are also more likely to be associated
with the same genes in the predicted associations. This cost term utilizes training
information in one domain as additional training information in the other domain.
We adopt an alternating optimization strategy to alternatingly learn X and Y . The
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complete algorithm is described in the Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Transfer Learning Dual Label Propagation (tDLP)
1: function tlDLP(Xˆ, Yˆ , S¯, G¯X , G¯Y )
2: X(0) = Xˆ
3: Y (0) = Yˆ
4: LS = I − S¯
5: LGX = I − G¯X
6: LGY = I − G¯Y
7: Zˆ = XˆYˆ T
8: do
9: do
10: f = ΨtlDP (X
(t−1), Y (t−1)) . Equation (4.4)
11: g = ∂ΨtlDP (X,Y
(t−1))
∂X
12: X(t) = LBFGSB(f, g,X(t−1))
13: until X converges
14: do
15: f = ΨtlDP (X
(t), Y (t−1)) . Equation (4.4)
16: g = ∂ΨtlDP (X
(t),Y )
∂Y
17: Y (t) = LBFGSB(f, g, Y (t−1))
18: until Y converges
19: until maxIterations or convergence
20: return X(t), Y (t)
21: end function
In the Algorithm 2, the gradients in line 11 and 16 are given by:
∂ΨtlDLP (X,Y
(t−1))
∂X
= (X − Xˆ)W + βXXLS + γXLGXX + ζ ∗ (XY T − Zˆ)Y (4.5)
∂ΨtlDLP (X
(t), Y )
∂Y
= (Y − Yˆ )W + βY Y LS + γY LGY Y + ζ ∗ (Y XT − ZˆT )X (4.6)
where (X − Xˆ)W and (Y − Yˆ )W are only computed for known associations, and is zero
otherwise.
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4.3 Alternative Methods for Comparison
For more insight into the ontology-based prediction problem, we compared DLP and
tlDLP with two alternative multi-task learning models for joint prediction for all the phe-
notypes in the ontology: ontology-guided group Lasso, described next, and Bi-Random
Walk, previously described in Chapter 3.
4.3.1 Ontology-guided group Lasso
Ontology-guided group Lasso model (OGL) utilizes ontology-guided group Lasso as
structures on the associations in Y [62]. OGL combines the label propagation model in
Equation (3.2) and a group Lasso derived from the ontology with the following objective
function,
ΨOGL(Y ) = ||Y − Yˆ ||2W+
βtr(Y LY T ) + γ
m∑
i=1
∑
g∈GY
rYg ||Y(g)i||2,
(4.7)
where β ≥ 0, γ ≥ 0 are tuning parameters and the binary indicator matrix Wij is
the same introduced in Equation (4.2). In the group Lasso terms in Equation (4.7),
rYg =
1
|g| for any g ∈ GY is the normalization weight by group size. Each Y(g)i selects
the entries in the i column of Y which are members of phenotype group g and the
2-norm group Lasso imposes smoothness among the entries for consistent prediction
within the group. The ontology-guided group Lasso captures the hierarchical structures
in the phenotype ontology structure that aggregate phenotypes in the same annotation
paths to root. Note that imposing smoothness in the groups of phenotypes consisting
paths in ontology does not differentiate the parental relations in the path, i.e. the direct
parental relations are not different from the more distant relations in the ontology. The
algorithm is described in the Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Ontology-Guided Group-Lasso (OGL)
1: function OGL(Yˆ , S¯, G¯Y )
2: Y = Yˆ
3: LS = I − S¯
4: rGY =
1∑
j G¯Y
5: do
6: f = ΨOGL(Y ) . Equation (4.7)
7: g = ∂ΨOGL(Y )∂Y
8: Y = LBFGSB(f, g, Y )
9: until convergence
10: return Y
11: end function
In the Algorithm 3, it can be shown that the objective function for group Lasso
can be reduced to a smooth function because of the nonnegativity constraints on the
variables. In the group lasso penalty, we employed a smooth approximation method as
in [62]. The group lasso on the variable Y can be decomposed as:
m∑
i=1
∑
g∈GY
rYg ||Y(g)i||2 =
m∑
i=1
∑
g∈int(GY )
rYg ||Y(g)i||2 +
m∑
i=1
∑
g∈leaf(GY )
rYg ||Y(g)i||2 (4.8)
where
int(GY ) ={g|g ∈ GY and |g| > 1}
leaf(GY ) ={g|g ∈ GY and |g| = 1}
(4.9)
The first term can be approximated to a Lipschitz continuous (smooth) function
by Nesterov’s smooth approximation method, and the second term becomes a linear
function due to the non-negativity constraints. We finally can obtain the smooth version
of the objective function.
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4.4 Experiments
In the experiments, we evaluated the methods by predicting the phenotype-gene associ-
ations in HPO based on human protein-protein interaction network and gene ontologies
by both cross-validation and the prediction of the most recent associations added after
the snapshot of the training data. Several examples are also shown to demonstrate
how the dual label propagation and transfer learning with gene ontology can benefit
the predictions. In the transfer learning, tlDLP was used with either biological process
(tlDLP BP) or molecular function (trlDLP MF). tlDLP and DLP were compared three
other methods, LP (Label Propagation in Equation (3.1)), BiRW (Bi-Random Walk in
Equation (3.5)) and OGL (Ontology-based Group Lasso in Equation (4.7)).
4.4.1 Data preparation
We downloaded the human gene-phenotype associations from the Human Phenotype
Ontology project [63], consisting of 6,253 phenotypes, 18,533 genes in Sept. 2014.
The human protein-protein interaction (PPI) network was obtained from the Human
Protein Reference Database (HPRD) [64]. The PPI network contains 145,856 binary
interactions between 18,533 genes. We downloaded two ontologies, molecular function,
and biological process, from the Gene Ontology Consortium [38, 39]. The molecular
function ontology contains 17,721 genes and 3,797 gene functions, and the biological
process ontology contains 17,720 genes and 12,034 gene functions.
In the experiments, the set of common genes by the intersection of the datasets were
used. In the experiments with the molecular function ontology, the dataset consists
of 138,943 binary associations between 2,302 genes and 6,253 phenotypes and 40,052
associations between the genes and 3,797 molecular functions. In the experiments with
the biological process ontology, the dataset consists of 138,966 binary associations be-
tween 2,298 genes and 6,253 phenotypes and 204,913 associations between the genes
and 12,034 biological processes. A more recent version of the HPO, from Sept. 2015,
was used to measure the performance of the models for predicting new associations. In
this experiment, all the models were trained using the snapshot of the HPO from Sept.
2014, and the trained model was used to predict the 8,554 new associations that are
only included in the newer Sept-2015 version.
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Figure 4.3: Performance of phenotype-gene association prediction by DLP
and tlDLP.
(A) The results of random 5-fold cross-validation. (B) The performance of predicting
new associations added in Sept. 2014-Sept. 2015. In the plots, the y-axis is the number
of the true positive genes that are ranked above a certain rank (up to 200) given by
x-axis among all the genes against the target phenotypes. In particular, the target
genes of each phenotype are ranked by a method. If the rank of a target gene is within
a cutoff, it is counted as a correct prediction. The y-axis shows the number of such
correct predictions at each rank cutoff.
4.4.2 HPO association prediction in cross-validation
To measure the prediction performance, 5-fold cross-validation (CV) was designed to
randomly partition all known phenotype-gene associations into 5 equal-sized subsets, one
of which was held out for testing, and the remaining four subsets were used for training.
Specifically, the 138,943 known phenotype-gene associations are approximately divided
into five sets with four sets of training associations and one set of test associations
in each experiment. The test associations are randomly selected from any level in the
ontology. For each test association between a gene g and a phenotype p, the associations
between gene g and all the descendant phenotypes of phenotype p are all removed. After
the removal, all the descendant phenotypes in the full branch below the phenotype p
are not associated with gene g. Our objective is to recover gene g as the associated gene
for all the phenotypes under the branch. Since the parent nodes are always associated
with all the genes associated with their descendant nodes and could introduce a strong
bias in the evaluation, we only focused on the results of the leaf phenotypes in these
branches which account for about 77% of all the most specific gene associations. In
each of the 5-fold cross-validation, another cross-validation is applied within the four
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training folds to obtain the optimal hyper-parameters. After fitting the models to the
training data, the prediction performance of each method was evaluated by the ranking
of the genes associated with each phenotype in the test set.
Figure 4.3 (A) shows the results of phenotype-gene association prediction in the
5-fold cross-validation. The transfer learning methods tlDLP MF and tlDLP BP per-
formed best among all the methods with an improvement by a large margin over DLP
(0.987 and 0.986, respectively vs 0.939 by AUC) with additional training information
transferred from GO term-gene associations. The single task method LP performed sig-
nificantly worse than any of the other methods for low rank positions, indicating that
a path dependence among the phenotypes is crucial for making accurate predictions.
DLP performed better than the other two multi-task learning methods, BiRW (AUC of
0.893) and OGL, respectively. OGL captures the ontology structure by a group Lasso
smoothness among the phenotypes on the same phenotype paths. However, the large
overlaps among the groups (paths) from the leaf phenotypes to the root introduced a
strong bias towards more general terms in the ontology. BiRW imposes a smoothness
between phenotype-gene pairs in the Kronecker product graph capturing joint subnet-
work bi-modules between and within the two networks, which might not be a good fit
to the ontology structure. Note that LP was not able to make predictions for the target
genes that are not connected in the same component in the PPI and OGL makes sparse
predictions such that many predictions cannot be ranked for calculating the AUC.
4.4.3 Prediction of new HPO associations
To further demonstrate that DLP and tlDLP are not overfitting the training data,
we evaluated the models by predicting a set of new associations that were added into
HPO between Sept. 2014 and Sept. 2015. In this experiment, all the models were
trained using the snapshot of the HPO from Sept. 2014, and the trained model was
used to predict the 8,554 new associations. The hyper-parameters are tuned with cross-
validation within the Sept. 2014 data. Figures 4.3(B) shows the overall results. With
the help of transfer learning, tlDLP consistently outperformed the other four methods
at all the thresholds. tlDLP MF and tlDLP BP achieved the same AUC 0.778, vs 0.752
for DLP and 0.694 for BiRW. The result confirms that transfer learning with GO and
GO term-gene association is helpful for improving the prediction.
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Figure 4.4: New associations prediction by the distance to known associa-
tions.
The upper box-plots show the mean and variance of the target gene ranks of new associ-
ations by the target phenotype in the prediction. The new associations are categorized
by the number of steps between the new association and the nearest known association
of the same gene with other phenotypes in the ontology. The bottom line plot shows
the number of new associations in each category.
Figure 4.4 compares the performance of each method by categorizing the new asso-
ciations by the number of steps between each new association and the nearest known
association of the same gene with another phenotype in the ontology. For example, if
there is a new association to be predicted between gene g and phenotype p, and the
model was trained with the same gene g associated to the grandparent phenotype of p,
then the step to this nearest known association will be 2. The categorization divides
the test cases such that as the distance increases, less training information is known
about this new association. The bottom plot in Figure 4.4 shows the number of new as-
sociations in each category. About two-thirds of the new associations have other known
associations with the same gene within 3 steps in HPO, and there are only very few
cases that need larger than 6 steps. In the distance 1-3, tlDLP BP and tlDLP MF are
clearly performing better with both lower mean and variance. DLP is the next best and
followed by BiRW. LP and OGL performed the worst.
When the distance is 4 or larger, the ontology brought in too many false positives, all
the models performed similarly with the mean rank close to random. In particular, when
the distance is larger than 6, the transfer learning and the multi-task learning methods
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relying on the ontology structure make prediction worse than random. Interestingly
OGL performed similarly at all the levels of difference. It is possible that the group
Lasso imposed on groups of phenotypes from leaf/internal nodes to the root was able
to capture weak training information from some of the long-distance relations in the
phenotype path due to the bias introduced by the overlapping paths. The observation
indicates that the ontology-guided graph Lasso might not be a good choice for the
prediction problem.
4.4.4 Examples of HPO association predictions
Figures 4.5 show two specific examples of phenotype-gene association predictions to
demonstrate the role of the multi-task structure in DLP model and the role of transfer
learning with GO in the tlDLP model in the experiments.
Figure 4.5(A) shows a subnetwork centered at phenotype HP:0003003 (Colon Can-
cer). Phenotype HP:0003003 is associated with five genes in the training data, TP53,
MSH2, MLH1, BMPR1A and RPS19. In the new HPO HP:0003003 is associated with
three additional genes: SMAD4, APC and MUTYH, shown by the connections with
dotted lines. DLP predicted a better rank for all the three new gene associations.
Specifically, DLP ranked gene APC at 7 vs 372 by LP, 33 by BiRW and 294 by OGL,
gene SMAD4 at 96 vs 373 by LP, 361 by BiRW and 243 by OGL and gene MUTYH at
6 vs 338 by LP, 6 by BiRW and 25 by OGL. In the figure, APC is ranked high because
it is associated with the ascendent phenotypes HP:0100834 and SMAD4 is ranked high
because it interacts with gene CTNNB1 which is associated with the ascendent pheno-
type HP:0100273. MUTYH is ranked high because it interacts with gene MSH2. Two
more interesting genes connected by dashed lines are also ranked high by DLP, EPCAM
and MLH3, which are connected to several types of cancer.
Figure 4.5(B) shows a subnetwork centered around phenotype HP:0012126 (Stomach
Cancer). Phenotype HP:0012126 is associated with nine genes in the training data,
APC, ERBB2, PIK3CA, FGFR2, CHEK2, CASP10, IRF1, KLF6 and MUTYH. In the
new HPO HP:00121126 is associated with two other genes: CDH1 and KRAS, shown
by the connection with dotted lines. tlDLP predicted a better rank for both new gene
associations. Specifically, tlDLP ranked gene CDH1 at 27 vs 217 by LP, 71 by BiRW, 120
by OGL and 28 by DLP and gene KRAS at 26 vs 200 by LP, 260 by BiRW, 103 by OGL
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Figure 4.5: Examples of improved phenotype-gene association predictions.
In the figures, the ovals represent phenotypes in HPO and the rectangles represent GO
terms in molecular function ontology. The rounded rectangles represent genes. The solid
lines are ground-truth associations, dotted line are the predictions of new associations
present in the new HPO version and dashed lines are associations that DLP predicted
low rank, but are not present in the current HPO. (A) The subnetwork is shown for the
gene association predictions on phenotype HP:0003003 (Colon Cancer). The phenotype
is associated with five genes in the ground-truth data: TP53, MSH2, MLH1, BMPR1A
and RPS19 in the PPI Network. The neighbors of the five genes and their associations
with the nodes in the HPO are shown, as well as the rankings of the five genes among
all the genes predicted by DLP, OGL, BiRW and LP. (B) The subnetwork is shown
for the gene association prediction on phenotype HP:0012126 (Stomach Cancer). The
phenotype is associated with nine genes: APC, ERBB2, PIK3CA, FGFR2, CHEK2,
CASP10, IRF1, KLF6 and MUTYH, in the PPI Network. For better visualization,
only a small subset of the GO term-gene associations are shown.
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and 66 by DLP. KRAS shows the same annotation GO:0032555 “purine ribonucleotide
binding” with PIK3CA, FGFR2, CHEK2 and ERBB2 and thus are ranked high. Three
more interesting genes connected by in dashed lines are also ranked high by tlDLP,
BMPR1A, CTNNB1 and AXIN2, which are all known cancer genes. The examples
clearly demonstrate how GO term-gene-phenotype associations combined with the PPI
network collectively enable the transfer learning for better prediction of new phenotype-
gene associations.
4.5 Discussion
In this chapter, we proposed the Dual Label Propagation (DLP) algorithm to leverage
the hierarchical structure of the HPO to improve phenotype-gene association prediction.
Moreover, using transfer learning, our tlDLP algorithm incorporates gene functional
annotation in order to have a better predictive model. Experiments show that DLP and
tlDLP outperform baselines in 5-fold cross-validation and prediction of new associations.
We also performed biological analysis to interpret candidate predictions from DLP and
tlDLP.
Chapter 5
Learning from Multiple Genomics
Data and Geoclimatic
Information
5.1 Introduction
Arabidopsis thaliana species have been the most widely used plant model organisms
to associate the observable traits (phenotypes) of an organism with its genetic vari-
ants under environmental influences. Arabidopsis thaliana species self-pollinate and
are easily available with less time and space requirements in growth facilities [8, 65].
There is also no artificial selections by commercial inbreeding in Arabidopsis thaliana
as other crop species. Thus, Arabidopsis thaliana collected from the same geographical
location, or accessions, are genetically almost identical and the limited local variability
enables controlled experiments and more reliable analysis of the interactions between
the environments and the genetic variants of the accessions.
With the new high-throughput genomic array and sequencing technologies, large-
scale genomics datasets in Arabidopsis thaliana have been greatly augmented or first
become available in the last few years. The early large scale genomics study in [66] used
a 250k SNP chip with multiple markers in each haplotype block to genotype a regional
map (RegMap) of 1,307 accessions and conducted a global comparison of the traits in
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genetically distinct groups. Later, [8] extended this effort by applying whole-genome
sequencing on 1,135 accessions to extract a map of more than 10 million biallelic SNPs
and more than 1 million small-scale indels in the accessions. The large-scale genome
resources from the studies enabled more comprehensive GWAS studies by the research
community. More recent studies [67, 68] reported DNA methylomes of a global set of
144 accessions and a focused regional set of 150 Swedish accessions. In particular, the
1001 Epigenomics Project [17] presented a larger comprehensive resource with 1,107
single-base resolution methylomes of 1,028 accessions and 1,203 transcriptomes of 998
accessions. Altogether, these resources have enabled more studies leading to better
understandings of how the variations contribute to the molecular and non-molecular
phenotypes of Arabidopsis thaliana.
Large-scale efforts have also been made to catalog traits, phenotypes, and other
characteristics of the species. Planteome [40] categorizes relations among traits (PTO),
environmental conditions (PECO), and units of measurement (UO) in several ontolo-
gies. AraPheno [41] provides a repository of 288 phenotypes by the integration of
the information and data in 17 studies, involving more than 7,000 accessions. The large
amount of information in these resources has revealed important phenotype variabilities
across the accessions. In a recent study in [7], a platform, CLIMtools was developed
to provide integrative analysis of the correlations among genotypes, phenotypes, and
environmental variables collected by other sources.
While the recent advances in [7, 17] have analyzed the genome and methylome
variations for associations with phenotypes and possibly environmental changes, these
studies are limited to standard single variable GWAS and correlation analysis. In this
work, we integrate heterogeneous genomic data including transcriptome, methylome,
and genotypes, together with the accessions’ geoclimate background information to
capture the GxE interactions for training predictive models of phenotypes. To integrate
the multiple genomics datasets and geoclimate dataset, we propose a novel method,
namely hierarchical canonical correlation analysis (HCCA), which integrates pairs of
datasets hierarchically using the concept of condition number of the cross-covariance
between a pair of datasets to determine the hierarchy. In this study, HCCA learns
the joint feature representation between heterogeneous genomics data and geoclimate
data to predict in special flowering time at 10◦C (FT10) with supervised learning such
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as Support Vector Regression. In addition, we incorporate protein-protein interaction
(PPI) Network with HCCA to find a co-projected feature representation that not only
relies on the correlation among datasets but also retains the relationship among the
proteins in the PPI to identify genes with consistent functions associated with the
geoclimate variables of interest.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: first, Section 5.2 describes experimen-
tal design, data preparation, the HCCA method to combine genomics data with geocli-
mate data, supervised learning for phenotype prediction and the analysis of correlation
in the co-projections. In Section 5.3, we show the experimental results of predicting the
flowering time at 10◦C using different combinations of the genomics datasets and the
geoclimate dataset. This section also includes the enrichment analysis of the candidate
genes closely associated with several geoclimate features identified by HCCA. Finally,
we discuss our work in Section 5.4.
5.2 Materials and Methods
Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our workflow. Three genomics datasets of gene expres-
sions, mutations, and DNA methylations are preprocessed and combined with matched
accessions, and the geoclimate variables of the origin of the accessions are collected
in the geoclimate dataset shown in Figure 5.1(A). Based on the assumption that co-
projection of the multiple types of features will preserve true signals and remove the
noise that might exist in each individual dataset. The joint representation obtained by
the co-projection will contain more relevant information for predicting the phenotype.
Figure 5.1(B) illustrates the structure of HCCA. HCCA applies CCA on each pair of
datasets organized in a hierarchy of the four datasets to be co-projected. At each level
of the hierarchy, the merge is decided by the analysis of condition numbers between each
pair of the datasets. After applying the HCCA, a joint representation of the combined
data is learned shown in Figure 5.1(D). Note that HCCA also allows the option to incor-
porate the PPI network to impose functional coherence in the projection of the genomic
features as shown in Figure 5.1(C). Next, the joint feature representation is used by a
supervised learning algorithm such as Support Vector Regression (SVR) to predict the
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the workflow.
(A) We first prepared the multiple genomic datasets and the geoclimate dataset. (B)
HCCA is then applied to combine the information for finding a joint feature represen-
tation by co-projection of the datasets in a hierarchy learned by the analysis of the
conditional numbers. (C) Optionally, the PPI network can also be integrated with
HCCA to learn a more joint feature representation with better functional coherence.
(D) The co-projection of the integrated data provides the joint feature representation
of the integrated datasets. (E) The joint feature representation is then used by Support
Vector Regressor for phenotype prediction. (F) The joint feature representation is also
analyzed for the association between genomic features and the geoclimate features.
continuous phenotype measure in Figure 5.1(E). In addition, the joint feature represen-
tation can also be used to analyze the canonical factor loadings [69, 70, 71] to identify
the correlation between features, e.g. how well a gene correlates with a climate feature
as shown in Figure 5.1(F).
5.2.1 Data processing
The details of the datasets and data pre-processing used in the experiment are described
below.
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• Accessions and phenotype annotations: We downloaded from AraPheno
[41] a dataset containing annotations of 7,425 accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana,
including geographical location and phenotypes reported in 13 studies. Among
the phenotypes, flowering time at 10◦C (FT10) was reported for 1,162 accessions,
and at 16◦C (FT16) for 1,122 accessions by [17].
• Gene expression data: RNA-seq profiling of 727 accessions grown at 22◦ were
downloaded from [17]. The transcriptomes were obtained with Illumina RNA
sequencing, and report the RUVg (Remove Unwanted Variation Using Control
Genes) normalized read counts to remove unwanted variation from the data [72]
by the DESeq2 package [73]. Number of reads per gene is reported in the TAIR10
annotation. We applied log10 transformation after adding a pseudo-count of 1 to
remove the skewness of the distribution. The accession Hi-0 (7167) was removed
from the analysis since it is not included in AraPheno.
• Methylation data: MethylC-seq data was downloaded from [17], containing
927 accessions, in which 777 intersect with AraPheno. We summarize the total
number of reads at the methylated sites reported for each of the 28,496 genes
in TAIR10 annotation including within the gene loci and also a neighborhood
of 500bps upstream and downstream. The counts were then transformed into
z-scores across the samples to standardize the gene variance.
• Mutation data: Mutation profiles were downloaded from the 1001 Genomes
Consortium [8], containing more than 10 million biallelic SNPs of 1,135 accessions
obtained from whole-genome sequencing. Since many genes are mutated in the
profiles, we counted the number of mutations per gene using TAIR10 annotation
to summarize the accumulated mutations of each gene, which is then normalized
by z-score transformation across the samples to standardize the gene variance.
• Geoclimatic variables: We downloaded geoclimatic variables of 1,131 acces-
sions from CLIMtools [7]. CLIMtools compile 204 variables from a collection
that includes climatic, atmospheric and soil environmental variables from several
sources. We removed 57 variables which contain missing entries in the accessions.
It is important to note that the geoclimate features do not represent the grown
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environment of the accessions but rather the environment of the location where
accession originates.
• Protein-protein interaction network: Protein-protein interaction (PPI) net-
work for Arabidopsis thaliana was obtained from STRING [74] containing about
11 million known and predicted interactions for 25,490 proteins. The interactions
include both direct (physical) and indirect (functional) associations.
Combining all the datasets left 501 accessions that have genomics data and geocli-
mate information, as well as FT10 phenotype reported by AraPheno. In each genomics
dataset, we kept the 5,000 genes with the highest variance before normalization across
the samples in the dataset. The PPI network was filtered to only include the 5000 genes
in each dataset, giving 280, 673, 210, 207, and 285, 747 interactions for the gene expres-
sion dataset, the DNA methylation dataset, and the mutation dataset, respectively.
5.2.2 Hierarchical canonical correlation analysis of multiple datasets
We propose a new method called hierarchical canonical correlation analysis (HCCA) to
learn the joint feature representation for data integration. Figure 5.2 shows the steps of
running HCCA to co-project the four datasets: gene expression dataset X1, mutation
dataset X3, DNA methylation dataset X4, and geoclimate dataset X3. HCCA applies
canonical correlation analysis (CCA) to combine the datasets organized in a hierarchy
derived from the datasets by calculating condition numbers. In this section, we explain
the calculation of condition number, and then introduce the HCCA algorithm.
Cross-covariance analysis with condition number
As shown in Figure 5.2(A), HCCA first applies CCA between X1 and X2 to obtain
a new joint representation U1,2 by concatenating the co-projection of X1 and X2 at
level 1. After that, U1,2 and X4 are merged by a subsequent CCA to obtain a new
representation U1,2,4 at level 2 shown in Figure 5.2(B). At the last level, a final CCA is
performed between X3 and U1,2,4 to obtain the full joint representation U1,2,3,4 as shown
in Figure 5.2(C). The key component of HCCA is to determine which pair of datasets
to be co-projected with CCA at each level. We adopt the concept of condition number
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical canonical correlation analysis.
The figure shows the steps of HCCA. (A) At the first level, condition numbers are
calculated for each pair of the four datasets. The pair (gene expression dataset X1 and
geoclimate dataset X2) with the largest condition number are selected for performing
CCA to find a feature representation that maximizes their correlation. (B) At level
2, condition numbers are calculated between DNA methylation dataset X4, mutation
dataset X3 and the new dataset U1,2 combined from gene expression dataset X1 and
geoclimate dataset X2 at level 1. The pair (DNA methylation dataset X4 and dataset
U1,2) with the larger condition number is selected for co-projection into a new dataset
U1,2,4 with CCA at this level. (C) At the last level, mutation data X3 and the dataset
U1,2,4 are co-projected into the final combined dataset U1,2,3,4.
for the critical decision. Given a matrix A, the condition number of A, κ(A), is defined
as the following,
κ(A) = ||A|| ∗ ||A−1|| (5.1)
If || · || is L2 norm and A is positive semi-definite, κ(A) can be rewritten as:
κ(A) =
λmax(A)
λmin(A)
, (5.2)
where λmax(A) and λmin(A) are, respectively, the largest and smallest eigenvalues of
A. The condition number of A measures how ill-conditioned A is. Accordingly, given R
datasets X1 ∈ Rn×d1 , . . . , XR ∈ Rn×dR , datasets Xi and Xj are chosen for co-projection
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if
argmin
i,j
κ(XTi Xj), such that i, j ∈ {1, . . . , R}. (5.3)
If the condition number of XTi Xj , κ(X
T
i Xj) yields the minimum among all the pairs of
the datasets, the cross-covariance matrix between Xi and Xj is the least similar to be
singular.
HCCA algorithm
HCCA applies the heuristic to identify the strongest correlation among the datasets for
reinforcing the signals from each other dataset. The process is repeated until all the
datasets are integrated. Algorithm 4 shows the steps for the computation of HCCA on
N datasets.
Algorithm 4 Hierarchical Canonical Correlation Analysis
1: function HCCA(Xs = [X1, X2, . . . , XN ])
2: if N = 1 then
3: return X1
4: end if
5: iarg = −1, jarg = −1, cmin =∞
6: for i = 1→ N − 1 do
7: for j = i→ N do
8: c = κ(Xs[i]TXs[j])
9: if c < cmin then
10: cmin = c, iarg = i, jarg = j
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for
14: Ui,j = CCA(Xs[iarg], Xs[jarg])
15: Xs.remove(Xs[iarg])
16: Xs.remove(Xs[jarg])
17: Xs.add(Ui,j)
18: return HCCA(Xs)
19: end function
In the algorithm, lines 5-13 find the indices of the datasets Xiarg and Xjarg with the
smallest condition number of their cross-covariance for the next CCA. Line 14 calls the
CCA procedure to find the joint representation Ui,j of the selected datasets the datasets
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Xiarg and Xjarg. Lines 15-17 replace Xiarg and Xjarg by their joint representation Ui,j
in the array of the datasets. Finally, the HCCA function is called recursively on line 18
and the program will terminate when there is only one dataset left.
Let d be the largest feature dimension of all the datasets, finding the indices i and j
has time complexity O(N2d3) to find the condition number of all pairs of N datasets,
and time complexity O(d3) is needed to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem by
singular value decomposition (SVD) for CCA. Therefore, given the number of datasets
N  d, the HCCA algorithm has the same asymptotic time complexity as the original
CCA.
Incorporating protein-protein interaction network
HCCA relies only on the correlation among the datasets to find a joint representation.
This CCA-based approach, however, does not take into account the underlying rela-
tionship among the features (genes) in each genomic dataset, while known relations
between the genes might guide the selection of the sets of genes that are more coherent
in functions and less likely to include correlation between noisy signals. A natural source
of information of gene relationship is protein-protein interactions in PPI networks. In
our experiments, we utilized STRING [74] PPI network. Given a graph Gi of a PPI
network, its adjacency matrix Ai ∈ Rdi×di is defined on the features of Xi, and the
normalized graph Laplacian of Ai is defined as Li = I −D−
1
2
i AiD
− 1
2
i , where Di is the
degree matrix of Ai. Li can be utilized as a smoothness term on wi using the following
fact
wTi Liwi =
1
2
di∑
j,j′=1
Ajj′
( wi,j√
Djj
− wi,j′√
Dj′j′
)2
. (5.4)
Note that wTi Liwi enforces wi,j and wi,j′ to have similar value if j and j
′ nodes have
strong connection in the graph Gi. The advantage of utilizing graph Laplacians of PPI
networks for network-based feature selection has been well explored previously [75, 76].
We also propose, therefore, the use of network-based feature smoothing on CCA using
the graph Laplacian of the PPI network as follows,
max
wi,wj
corr(ui, uj) =
wTi Cijwj√
wTi (Cii + αiI)wi + αiw
T
i Liwi
√
wTj (Cjj + αjI)wj + αjw
T
j Ljwj
,
(5.5)
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which is equivalent to the original CCA by making the update to each Cii as C˜ii =
Cii + αi(I + Li).
Hyper-parameter tuning
Note that learning embedding or projection of the data is unsupervised, therefore the
hyper-parameters α (when running CCA without PPI network) or αis (when running
CCA with PPI network) cannot be chosen by cross-validation, different from supervised
learning or transductive learning as in [43]. Thus, in the application of HCCA algorithm,
we propose to also estimate the hyper-parameters from cross-covariance analysis by
condition number.
When HCCA runs CCA without PPI network as in equation (3.7) with C˜ii = Cii +
αI, to make C˜ii well-conditioned, we choose α such that C˜ii has a desirable condition
number using the technique of reconditioning [77]. Specifically, given c the desirable
condition number of C˜ii, α can be chosen as,
κ(C˜ii) =
λmax(Cii) + α
λmin(Cii) + α
= c =⇒ α = λmax(Cii)− cλmin(Cii)
c− 1 . (5.6)
Note that, even though c is also a parameter to be chosen, it is more interpretable than
α. As a rule of thumb, a matrix with condition number smaller than 10 is considered
well-conditioned [78]. Our experiments suggest that using c = 4 yields good overall
results.
When HCCA runs CCA with PPI network as in equation (5.5), the hyper-parameters
are the αis. Since the eigenvalues of the normalized Laplacian matrix are between 0 and
2, λmax(I+L) ≤ 1+2, and λmin(I+L) ≥ 1+0 by the Weyl’s inequality1 . Accordingly,
λmax(C˜ii) ≤ λmax(Cii) + 3α and λmin(C˜ii) ≥ λmin(Cii) + α. Therefore, we can obtain
κ(C˜ii) ≤ c by
κ(C˜ii) =
λmax(C˜ii)
λmin(C˜ii)
≤ λmax(Cii) + 3α
λmin(Cii) + α
= c =⇒ α = λmax(Cii)− cλmin(Cii)
c− 3 . (5.7)
1 Given three symmetric matrices A, B and C such that C = A + B, we have that λmax(C) ≤
λmax(A) + λmax(B) and λmin(C) ≥ λmin(A) + λmin(B), where λmax and λmin are the largest and
smallest eigenvalues of the respective matrix.
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5.2.3 Plant phenotype prediction
As shown in in Figure 5.1(E), we predict flowering time at 10◦C (FT10) using Support
Vector Regression (SVR) algorithm [79, 80]. Let X˜ ∈ Rn×k be the final combined
dataset U1,2,3,4 learned by HCCA combining genomic datasets and geoclimate dataset.
In this regression problem, we are interested in learning a regression function over the
samples in X˜ to predict the FT10 of these samples as a vector y ∈ Rn, i.e. f : X˜[i]→ yi
for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. SVR is a margin-insensitive regression algorithm allowing the use
of kernel functions for non-linear mapping. In our experiments, we used the Gaussian
kernel K(xi, xj) = exp(−σ||xi − xj ||2).
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Figure 5.3: Analysis of gene-environment interactions by canonical factor
loadings.
(A) The plot shows the projection of the factor loadings of genes and climate features
on the first two canonical variables. In this example, gene i and geoclimate feature k
bear similar influence on the two canonical components. (B) Geoclimate features and
gene features can be associated by correlations with canonical factor loadings of the
datasets at different levels of the hierarchy.
5.2.4 Detecting gene-environment interactions by canonical factor
loadings
Arabidopsis thaliana is a suitable species for studying gene and environment interactions
[7, 17] because the species self-pollinates and has not been subject to selective breeding.
We use canonical factor loadings (also called structure correlation coefficients)[69, 70, 71]
to measure the importance of each original variable for the canonical variables found by
CCA. Given input variables X1 and X2, e.g. geoclimate variables and gene expressions,
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and the resulting canonical variables UX1 and UX2 learned by CCA, the canonical factor
loading fij between a i-th gene [X2]i ∈ Rn and the j-th canonical variable [UX2 ]j ∈
Rn is given by fX2ij = corr([X2]i, [UX2 ]j), where [X2]i and [UX2 ]j are vectors in the
sample space, and therefore fX2ij measures the correlation between the ith input variable
in the original space and the jth canonical variable. Similarly, given a geoclimate
feature [X1]k, with respect to the same canonical variable [UX1 ]j , the canonical factor
loading fX1kj = corr([X1]k, [UX1 ]j). Figure 5.3 visualizes the canonical factor loadings
of gene expression variables and geoclimate variables calculated with respect to the
first 2 canonical factors. Assuming a transitive relation on correlations among random
variables, fX1kj and f
X2
ij are close in the canonical factor loading space in Figure 5.3, and
thus, geoclimate variable [X1]k and gene expression variable [X2]i should also be highly
correlated. In the example, geoclimate feature p has a negative influence on the canonical
component 1, and therefore, does not correlate with gene i. In our experiments, we used
to Euclidean distance between pairs of canonical factor loadings to find the associations
between the variables.
In the case where HCCA is applied to co-project more than two datasets, the canon-
ical factor loadings can also be measured at different levels of the hierarchical structure.
Figure 3(B) gives an example of when we are analyzing the correlation between gene
expression and geoclimate variables. In the figure, we can see that the red path shows
how the information of the gene expression matrix X2 flows to the root of the hierarchy
and, in blue, the information of geoclimate variables flowing to the root. Therefore, the
canonical factor loading fX2ij of X2, with respect to a component j, can be calculated
as fX2ij = corr([X2]i, Z), where Z ∈ {[UX2 ]j , [UU1,2 ]j , [UU1,2,4 ]j}, which are the canonical
variables in the path to the root. Similarly, fX1kj can be found as f
X1
kj = corr([X1]k,W ),
where W ∈ {[UX1 ]j , [UU1,2 ]j , [UU1,2,4 ]j}. The possible equations, at each level, are also
depicted at the Figure 3(B).
5.3 Results
In this section, we describe the experiments and the results of phenotype prediction and
the correlation analysis among genomics and geoclimatic variables.
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5.3.1 Prediction of flowering time
In this experiment, we compare HCCA with several other baseline methods to predict
the flowering time at 10◦C (FT10) phenotype collected from AraPheno. We first show
the importance of including geoclimate features from the accessions’ origin location using
CCA, and then, we present the improved prediction results using HCCA to integrate
multiple datasets.
Baselines
HCCA was compared with the following baselines in the task of predicting FT10 phe-
notype:
• Similarity Network Fusion (SNF) [81] combines multiple genomics data by
building a similarity network for each of the data types and then integrating these
networks using network fusion. Afterward, graph embedding by SVD is applied
to the fused network to obtain the top r first components for feature embedding.
• Pairwise CCA (PCCA), described in Chapter 3, maximizes the pairwise corre-
lation across all the datasets simultaneously.
• Tensor CCA (TCCA), described in Chapter 3, maximizes high-order tensor
correlation across all the datasets.
• Stacked datasets (Stacked): We also considered a naive approach that stacks
all the datasets together in a single matrix. Specifically, The 4 datasets X1 ∈
Rn×d1 , . . . , X4 ∈ Rn×d4 are stacked to be a U1,2,3,4 ∈ Rn×(d1+d2+d3+d4).
For HCCA, PCCA, and TCCA, automatic tuning of parameters was performed using
the mechanism described in Section 5.2.2. To run SNF, we performed a grid search on
its parameters K = [10, 20, 30], α = [0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.9], T = [10, 20], and the number of
components in the embedding r = [10, 20, . . . , 100], and report the best result obtained
in the grid search.
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Evaluation
After obtaining the joint representation of all the datasets, the data was randomly
partitioned into a training set and a test set. Each training set was used to train
an SVR model using MATLAB function fitrsvm with Gaussian kernel. 10-fold cross-
validation was performed on the training set for the selection of SVR parameters. After
training the regression model with the training set, the test set was used to generate
the coefficient of determination R2, which measures the goodness-of-fit of a regression
model by the proportion of variance in the target variable y that can be explained by
the model variables. R2 is defined by the following expression,
R2 = 1−
∑n
i=1(yi − yˆi)2∑n
i=1(yi − y¯)2
, (5.8)
where yis are the ground-truth values; yˆi are the predicted values; and y¯ is the mean of
yis on the training set. we repeat the experiments 200 times and report the mean and
standard deviation of R2.
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Figure 5.4: Improved FT10 phenotype prediction by the integration of
geoclimate data.
(A) Phenotype prediction accurate by learning with each individual genomic dataset
or geoclimate dataset. (B) Phenotype prediction accurate by integrating one type of
genomic data with geoclimate data.
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Incorporation of geoclimatic data improves phenotype prediction
We first analyzed the effect of combining geoclimate variables of the accession locations
with each type of genomic data to predict FT10 values. The assumption is that the
FT10 phenotype is not only defined by the genomics features but is also highly related
to the environment of the original location which shaped the genetic makeup of the
accession by evolution.
Figure 5.4 (A) shows the results by training with each individual dataset. Inter-
estingly, training with the geoclimate dataset obtains the best mean R2 value 0.557,
followed by the mutation dataset with a mean of 0.533. The result suggests that the
flowering time is more predictable by the genotypes which are shared by the environ-
ment at the location of accession origin. Without a surprise, the gene expression dataset
provides the least information for FT10 prediction with a mean R2 of 0.412 since both
the gene expressions are collected from the samples grown in a different controlled envi-
ronment from the samples used for FT10 phenotyping. Note that training using DNA
methylation dataset results in a higher mean R2 value of 0.486 because DNA methyla-
tion is probably less affected by the different growth environment than gene expressions
[17].
Figure 5.4 (B) shows the results of combining each individual genomics dataset with
the geoclimate dataset. Combining mutation profiles with geoclimate variables by CCA
resulted in a mean R2 value of 0.596, against 0.533 of using mutation profiles alone, and
similar improvements are also observed in the combination with gene expressions and
DNA methylations. CCA performs better than SNF and simple stacking of the datasets
in every case. Clearly, stacking the datasets together does not capture the relationship
among the datasets for improving the prediction. We also tested stacking the projected
datasets with PCA. The results are worse (not shown). SNF seems to obtain better
results in combining the genomic datasets such as mutation profile combined with gene
expression data rather than the geoclimate dataset.
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Figure 5.5: Learning hierarchical organization of the datasets by HCCA.
(A) The R2 values of FT10 prediction by combinations of each pair of datasets are
plotted against the condition number of the cross-covariance matrix of thee two datasets.
The x-axis shows the log of the condition number κ(XTi Xj) of a pair of datasets (Xi, Xj),
and the y-axis is the R2 of the prediction obtained by SVR. (B) Comparison of the
different hierarchical organizations of the datasets used for integration by CCA . The
red combination is selected by the analysis of condition numbers in HCCA.
Integrating all genomics datasets and geoclimate dataset provides the best
prediction
We next show how multiple genomics datasets can be further integrated together with
the geoclimate dataset to improve the prediction of FT10. To understand the role
of the condition numbers used by HCCA to build the hierarchical organization of the
datasets, we first analyzed how the relation between the prediction accuracy and the
condition number κ(XTi Xj) between each pair of the datasets Xi and Xj in Figure
5.5(A). The points in the figure represent all the pairs of the four datasets to be combined
in the first level, and the dashed line is a linear fitting to the points. It is clear the
negative trend (correlation −0.6934) between the log of κ and the R2. HCCA selects
the mutation dataset and the geoclimate dataset (shown in red) to be co-projected at
level 1, which achieves the second best R2, only slightly after the best option (combining
the gene expression dataset and the geoclimate dataset). The plot clearly suggests that
analysis of condition number is a useful strategy. Figure 5.5(B) compares different
hierarchies to organize the datasets in HCCA. First, it appears that the prediction
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performance is sensitive to the order how the datasets are selected for co-projection at
different levels since the mean R2 obtained is significantly different (ANOVA p-value
= 0). Second, marked in red, HCCA selects the fourth best order of combining the
datasets while the two best options start with the selection of gene expressions and
geoclimate variables, both of which also generates a κ value very similar to the one
selected by HCCA (mutation profile and geoclimate variables) as shown in Figure 5.5
(A), and the third best option also starts with the selection of mutation profile and
geoclimate variables.
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Figure 5.6: Improvement by integration of all the datasets.
The figure shows the mean and variance of R2 reported for each combination of the
datasets and data integration methods. The results of using individual dataset are
shown for comparison in the blue bar plots on the left. x-axis shows the datasets used
to generate the results in the bar plot, and y-axis the mean and variance of R2 values
obtained by SVR.
Figure 5.6 shows the results when multiple genomics datasets are integrated with
HCCA and the baseline methods. In the plots, the results are shown for one to four
datasets used for prediction from left to right. Overall, we observe the same pattern in
all the compared methods that the more datasets integrated, the better the prediction
is. HCCA, applied to integrate three datasets and four datasets, exhibits better R2
value than the baseline methods, suggesting that the hierarchical integration of the
datasets collaborates to extract more relevant signals than simultaneous integration of
the datasets together in one step. It is interesting that the most restrictive project
method, Tensor CCA (TCCA) does not perform well as the other methods. We believe
that TCCA fails to discover optimal correlation among the datasets since higher-order
Pearson’s correlation is not well-defined when inconsistent correlations exist among
different subsets of the random variables. Stacking the datasets also does not perform
very well even if the results are consistently improved as more datasets are considered.
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(A) Prediction using gene expression data (B) Prediction using all datasets by
HCCA
Figure 5.7: Visualizing predictions in comparison to the range of true
values.
The plots show how well the predicted values fit the ground-truth values in two cases:
(A) using only gene expression data; (B) using all the four datasets by HCCA. In the
plots, x-axis represents the samples sorted by the true FT10 values, and y-axis the FT10
values. The ground-truth values are shown as the solid line, dashed lines represent a
margin of 15%, and the dots represent the prediction of each sample. At the top, we
also show the mean squared error (MSE) of the predictions.
Finally, SNF performed relatively well but adding more datasets does not seem to play
a large impact on the results.
Figure 5.7 shows a visual comparison of how well the predictions fit the ground-truth
values. In the two cases, we can notice that SVR trained with gene expression only fails
to predict the FT10 values in the 15% confidence range with an MSE of 180.84 while
SVR trained on all the datasets integrated with HCCA predicts FT values well within
the confidence range with an MSE of 107.37. Results further confirm that integrating
multiple datasets with HCCA makes acceptable predictions of FT10 values.
5.3.2 Detecting gene-environment associations
In this experiment, we evaluate how well HCCA can identify genes correlated with geo-
climate variables of interest. We also show that by incorporating the PPI network, we
can further improve the relevance of the identified genes by leveraging the information
of the interactions between their protein products.To measure the relevance of the as-
sociated genes, we performed gene enrichment with clusterProfiler [82], with a p-value
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Figure 5.8: Projection by canonical factor loadings.
(A) Projection of all the geoclimate features into the first two canonical factors. A
subset of the dots represents labels as examples. (B) Projection of the 5,000 genes in
the transcriptome data together with two geoclimate features: “Net Radiation Summer”
and “Precipitation on Driest Month”, marked by the arrows. The 100 genes closest to
the two geoclimate features are shown in red and yellow, respectively.
cutoff of 0.05 after Bonferroni correction. Two types of enrichment terms were consid-
ered: Biological Processes Gene Ontology (GO) terms [38, 83], and Kyoto Encyclopedia
of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) Pathway terms [84].
Hierarchical enrichment analysis detects more relevant gene-environment
associations
To detect gene expressions correlating with geoclimate variables of interest, we fixed the
first level of the hierarchical structure as co-projecting gene expressions and geoclimate
features such that their associations can be evaluated at every level in the hierarchy.
Based on the condition numbers, DNA methylation is chosen to be merged at level
2, and then mutation profiles at level 3. After the co-projections, we calculated the
canonical factor loadings for the geoclimate features and gene expressions to project
them together for analysis of correlation based on their proximity.
The first analysis by only projecting the geoclimate features to the first two canoni-
cal components is shown in Figure 5.8(A). Consistently, similar geoclimate features are
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Figure 5.9: Enrichment analysis of the genes correlated with geoclimate
features.
The improved enrichment analysis of the 100 closest genes as more levels of HCCA is
considered. The baseline results are obtained by directly calculating the correlation
between gene expressions and the two geoclimate features without any projection or
co-projection.
projected closely. For example, “Ultra Violet (UV) Index in Summer”, “UV Index in
Spring”, and “Net Radiation in Summer” appear very close in the projection. Simi-
larly, the abiotic stress features “Ozone (O3) level in Spring” and “Carbon Monoxide
(CO) level in Spring” also appear close, and together with the “BIO8” from the WC2
(WorldClim v2) and CHELSA (Climatologies at High Resolution for the Earths Land
Surface Areas). Figure 5.8(B) shows two geoclimate features of interest, “Net Radia-
tion in Summer” and “Precipitation in the Driest Month”, projected together with all
the genes based on the canonical factor loadings. The 100 genes closest to the “Net
Radiation in Summer” are marked red, and the 100 genes closest to ”Precipitation in
the Driest Month” are marked yellow. These two sets of 100 genes are considered to
correlate with the two geoclimate features in the first 2 factors, and further analyzed
by clusterProfiler enrichment.
Figure 5.9 at the top shows results of enrichment analysis for the 100 genes closest
to “Precipitation in the Driest Month”. The tables show the terms enriched at each
level. There are several interesting observations in the enrichment analysis. First, it
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is evident that CCA is able to enrich more function terms than the baseline which
calculates the correlation in the original space without co-projection. For example, it is
known that the environment precipitation have an effect on the flower development and
reproduction [85]. The enriched term “Circadian rhythm” is known to be related to the
flowering, and is also affected by environmental changes [86], and the enriched terms
“Carpel development”, “Ovary development”, and “Gynoecium development” involve
structures that are better developed in the absence of drought [87]. Moreover, some of
these terms are only enriched when all the levels of HCCA co-projections are utilized
in the analysis.
Figure 5.9 at the bottom shows a similar analysis of “Net Radiation in Summer”.
Several terms related to defense response are enriched such as “Response to wounding”
and “Response to insect”. It is known that elevated growth temperature is associated
with plant defense responses, which makes the plant more susceptible to pathogens
[88, 89]. In addition, the temperature is one of the main environmental factors that
affect plant metabolism [90], which explains the terms related to metabolism process.
Finally, the roles of jasmonic acid in temperature stress has been investigated in [91].
It is important to note that in the enrichment analysis of both of the geoclimate
features, the number of the enriched terms and the relevant genes in these enriched
terms tend to increase, which significantly improves the accuracy and the confidence
of the enrichment analysis. Figure 5.10(A) shows the number of enriched terms across
all the geoclimate features, and we can see again that combining more datasets sig-
nificantly increased the number of terms identified. The results strongly suggest that
by incorporating other types of genomic data in the co-projection with gene expres-
sions and geoclimate features, more useful functional information is introduced into the
co-projections. The results confirm the value of integrating multiple datasets for gene-
environment association analysis. Additionally, Figure 5.10(B) shows the same analysis
with the DNA methylation profiles. We also observe that the incorporation of multiple
genomic datasets in co-projection increases the number of the enriched functional terms
while the difference is less obvious.
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of the number of enriched terms.
The plots show the number of enriched GO and KEGG terms as more datasets and PPI
are introduced in the analysis of genes associated with geoclimate features using (A)
gene expressions and (B) DNA methylations. Each curve was sorted by the number of
enriched terms. The blue curve shows the baseline which applies correlation between
genes and the geoclimate features in the original sample space. In the plots in (A),
three interesting geoclimate features are labeled in each curve in different shapes for
comparison.
Incorporating PPI network improves the confidence of the enrichment anal-
ysis
We next include the PPI network as a smoothness term in the CCA framework as
shown in Equation (5.5) to find a feature representation that considers the interaction
between the proteins as well as the correlations between the pairs of the datasets. We
still performed HCCA by merging gene expressions and geoclimate features at the first
level, and used condition number to select the datasets at level 2 and 3 in the hierarchical
structure. The selection of the parameter α follows Equation (5.7).
Figure 5.10 shows the improvement achieved when utilizing the PPI network in
the analysis. The two green curves in Figure 5.10(A) and (B) show that using all
the genomics data together with the PPI network significantly increase the number of
enriched terms in correlating gene expressions or DNA methylations with the geoclimate
features, respectively. More specifically with gene expressions, the analysis using the
PPI network enrich in average 26.2 terms for each geoclimate feature, against 13.2 terms
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for running HCCA without the PPI network, and 2.9 terms by correlation in the original
space.
Figure 5.10(A) also shows the improvement in the enrichment analysis of two geocli-
mate features: “Frost day frequency in Spring” (marked by squares) and “Net radiation
in Summer” (marked by stars) with or without using the PPI network. In the asso-
ciation analysis of “Frost day frequency in Spring”, the number of enriched terms is
increased from 30 to 56; and in the analysis of “Net radiation in Summer”, the number
is increased from 8 to 63. In the analysis with the PPI network, the 26 new terms
associated with “Frost day frequency in Spring” include “Photosynthesis” as an adap-
tation to cold stress [92] and “Trichoblast maturation”, which happens in low phosphate
condition [93] in need for cold tolerance [94]. Terms related to response to starvation
and homeostasis linked to cold response [95, 96] were identified with or without the PPI
network. Moreover, more genes are associated to the enriched terms with higher confi-
dence. For example: “Cellular response to starvation” was enriched by 10% of the genes
without the PPI network compared with 17% with the PPI network. In the analysis of
“Net Radiation in Summer” with the PPI network, compared with the results in Figure
5.9, 55 new enriched terms were identified, including other defense response terms as
“Regulation of immune response” and “Defense response to fungus”, and other terms
linked to temperature stress, as “Salicylic acid mediated signaling pathway” [91].
Overall, the incorporation of the PPI network to guide the co-projections identifies
a better set of genes associated with the geoclimate features of interest, which lead to
the identifications of more relevant GO and KEGG terms with higher confidence in the
enriched analysis.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we presented our study of the role of geoclimate variables in phenotype
prediction, in particular flowering time of Arabidopsis thaliana, and the interactions be-
tween geoclimate variables and genomic features. To facilitate the study, we proposed
HCCA, a hierarchical approach for data integration with canonic correlation analysis.
We also adopted several advanced computation techniques including condition number
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to measure cross-dataset correlation, graph Laplacian to incorporate network informa-
tion in co-projection, and hierarchical analysis of canonical factor loadings to detect
gene-environment interactions.
Chapter 6
Scalable Association Analysis
with Massive Biological Networks
6.1 Introduction
As shown in previous chapters, the use of biological networks has been demonstrated
to be beneficial for the phenome-genome association analysis by several algorithms,
including our proposed methods. These approaches apply label propagation to utilize
the graph connectivities to control the agreement between the knowledge of the input
data, and the network information. Given this observation, it is reasonable to assume
that utilizing a large graph would introduce more prior knowledge to benefit the learning
task. However, massive networks with potentially millions of proteins impose challenges
for the analysis: (1) the process to build a graph by computational methods requires
the processing of all the pairs of proteins, which is time-consuming; (2) storing dense
network requires a large amount of memory; (3) utilizing the massive biological network
in a label propagation based model is computationally intensive.
To address the questions, we introduce a new approach called Label Propagation
on Low-rank Kernel Approximation (LP-LOKA). LP-LOKA only requires computing
a similarity submatrix between a subset of proteins (such as those in SCOP/SCOPe
[97, 98]) and all the proteins in the database instead of all-vs-all to construct the com-
plete protein similarity network. Nystro¨m kernel approximation is applied to the simi-
larity submatrix to obtain a low-rank approximation of the complete kernel matrix as
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the complete protein similarity network. Then, we reformulate label propagation for
efficient computation on the low-rank network. To improve the scalability to a million
proteins, we implemented LP-LOKA with parallel computing by distributed memory
using message-passing interface and Apache Hadoop/Spark for cloud-based comput-
ing. In the experiments, we evaluated the scalability and performance of LP-LOKA by
searching protein sequences from SCOP [97, 98] on protein networks of varying sizes
constructed with the proteins from Swiss-Prot [99] or domains from ADDA [100].
6.2 Methods
In this section, we first introduce the LP-LOKA algorithm and then the parallel imple-
mentation for distributed and clouded computing.
6.2.1 LP-LOKA algorithm
The overview of LP-LOKA algorithm is shown in Figure 6.1 which is composed of three
main steps.
Protein similarity search
Given a large protein database D containing n proteins, it is needed to query each of
the n proteins against D to construct the n × n adjacency matrix W of the protein
similarity network. To compute a protein sequence similarity score between each pair of
proteins, any sequence comparison tools such as widely used PSI-BLAST [25]), HMMer
[26, 27] or HHSearch [28, 29] can be used. As shown in Figure 6.1 (A), LP-LOKA only
requires querying k protein sequences against D, generating a n× k sequence similar-
ity submatrix C, which will be used to approximate W in the next step. In practice,
computing the submatrix C results in several orders of magnitude improvement of scal-
ability for processing a large number of sequences such as n = 106, while maintaining
the accuracy of label propagation with a choice of a moderate k. In our implementation
of LP-LOKA, we choose the k representative proteins to be the 13,710 sequences in
SCOP-40 assuming that these sequences provide sufficient representation of the protein
space. It is also possible to apply sequence clustering methods to database D to choose
representative sequences from each cluster [101, 102]. For the computational efficiency,
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Figure 6.1: Overview of LP-LOKA.
The three steps of LP-LOKA are illustrated. Step (A) and step (B) builds the low-rank
approximation of the protein similarity network. Low-rank label propagation in (C) can
be performed for any query protein to rank the proteins in the similarity network. (A)
Protein similarity search: a subset of k representative sequences are queried against all
the sequences in the protein database to generate a sparse n×k similarity submatrix C.
(B) Low-rank kernel approximation: a low-rank kernel approximation F is generated
from the similarity submatrix C by adjusting the singular values of G and Nystro¨m
approximation. (C) Low-rank label propagation: label propagation is performed for a
query sequence q on the approximated complete similarity network (the product of the
low-rank kernel approximation F ) with an initialization f0.
PSI-BLAST is used to compute the e-values E between a pair of the sequences and E
is transformed by an exponential function e−E/σ as the edge weights in the adjacency
matrix W , where σ is a normalization parameter tuned to be around 100 in previous
studies [103].
Low-rank kernel approximation of a large network
After obtaining the submatrix C, the second step is to learn a low-rank approximation
of the complete matrix W . As shown in Figure 6.1 (B), this task can be achieved by
Nystro¨m approximation. Let Wij = w(xi, xj) = e
−Eij/σ be a pseudo-kernel function of
pairs of protein sequences xi and xj in the database D, where Eij is the PSI-BLAST
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e-value between xi and xj . Nystro¨m approximation generates the best rank-k approx-
imations of W in the spectral and Frobenius norm, using the selected k sequences in
the subset of the samples from D [104, 105]. Let A ⊂ D be the selected subset of k
sequences (called landmark points) and let G be the k × k kernel matrix between pairs
in A. Represent C as the n× k kernel matrix between D and A with Ci,j = w(xi, aj),
where xi ∈ D and aj ∈ A. By arranging the k sequences in A to be the first k sequences
in C, the kernel matrices W and C can be written in blocks as:
W =
[
G W T21
W21 W22
]
, C =
[
G
W21
]
, (6.1)
where W21 is the kernel matrix between the sequences in D −A and A and W22 is the
kernel matrix between the sequences in D−A and D−A, which has not been computed.
The Nystro¨m approximation uses G and C to construct the rank-k approximation of
W as:
W ≈ CG†kCT = FF T , (6.2)
where G†k is the pseudo-inverse of Gk, best rank-k approximation of G. The low-rank
approximation of W is then given by F , such that:
F = CUkΣ
− 1
2
k , (6.3)
where Uk and the diagonal matrix Σk are the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of Gk.
As shown in Figure 6.1 (B), LP-LOKA uses pairwise sequence similarity in C ∈ Rn×k
to construct F ∈ Rn×k of the same size by Nystro¨m approximation, where n is the total
number of sequences, and k a subset of the sequences in which k  n.
Note that Wij = e
−Eij/σ is not a real kernel function and thus G representing the
pairwise sequence similarity between the pairs of the k sequences is not a real kernel
matrix. We further adjust G to be symmetric positive definite as required for the
computation of Nystro¨m by the Gershgorin circle theorem. Specifically, any eigenvalue
λ of G must satisfy the following for at least one row i in G such that
(Gii −
∑
j 6=i
|Gij |) ≤ λ ≤ (Gii +
∑
j 6=i
|Gij |). (6.4)
Therefore, LP-LOKA sets the diagonal entries Gii =
∑
j 6=i |Gij |, which result in all
the eigenvalues to be non-negative by the inequalities above. This adjustment of the
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diagonal entries of G represents a rescaling of the similarity between a sequence and
itself such that the complete identity is more significant than the similarity between this
sequence and other sequences.
Low-rank label propagation for protein ranking
As shown in Figure 6.1 (C), for a query protein sequence q, LP-LOKA adopts a variation
of label propagation on the low-rank kernel approximation matrix F as
f t+1 = αFF T f t + (1− α)f0, (6.5)
where f0 contains the exponential of e-value f0{j} = e
−Eqj/σ computed by PSI-BLAST
or HHBlits searching q against the database D. In the recursion in equation (6.5), FF T
is the approximated non-negative adjacency matrix W of the protein network. Since
F might contain negative entries, we normalized it as Fij = Fij/
√∑
k |Fi,:F Tk: | as in
[106, 107], to ensure that the eigenvalues of FF T are less than 1 for the convergence of
label propagation. Since FF T f t is computed from right to left, the full approximation
FF T is never explicitly constructed. Upon convergence to stationary f∗, the proteins
can be ranked by their entries in f∗ for prediction in the learning task. Note that due to
the low-rank structure, it is also possible to simplify the recursion in Equation (6.5) to
the closed-form by Matrix-Inversion Lemma [107] to avoid the iterations. However, the
simplification involves inverting a k×k matrix F TF which could cause numerical issues
for k > 105. Thus, we did not use the closed-form solution in our implementation.
6.2.2 Parallel software implementation
Obtained from Nystro¨m approximation, F is a full matrix of size n × k which needs
more than one hundred gigabytes of memory when n ≈ 106 and k ≈ 104. Accordingly,
the implementation of LP-LOKA needs several hundreds of gigabytes of memory which
does not fit into regular servers. We implemented parallel LP-LOKA with distributed
and cloud-based computing, by which the data and computation are distributed among
several computers which work simultaneously to generate results to be combined during
the algorithm execution.
We made the implementation available in two different parallel distributed com-
puting frameworks: MPI/OpenMP, which is high-performance oriented and exploits
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multi-machines/multi-cores infrastructures using C++ as the programming language,
and Apache Spark on Hadoop, which targets iterative algorithms through in-memory
computing, using Scala as the programming language. Besides the parallel implementa-
tions, we also made a serial MATLAB/Octave implementation available for convenient
experimentation in small or medium scale.
MPI/OpenMP parallel implementation
The MPI/OpenMP version of our software was implemented using matrix operations
from the BLAS [108] and LAPACK [109] provided by the Intel Math Kernel Library
(MKL) 2017.2.174 [110]. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [111] is a distributed
memory approach that follows the SPMD (single program, multiple data) paradigm for
parallelism. The distributed memory architecture allows allocation of dedicated memory
to each process possibly running on different machines for better scalability in memory
requirement on each machine. OpenMP [112] is a shared memory approach, in which
the program runs in multi-threading on the same shared memory to allow another level
of parallelism in each machine without overhead in data communication.
Algorithm 5 shows the pseudocode implementing parallel Nystro¨m approximation
using MPI. In the algorithm, each MPI process p starts with a partition of C by rows
denoted by Cp ∈ R nP ×k, where P is the total number of processes. Based on the
fact that k  n, only process 0 is used to make C01:k,1:k symmetric (lines 2-4). Each
process then finds the sum of its rows, for each column, and the results are reduced
through MPI Allreduce (lines 5-6). Process 0 is then responsible for doing adjustment of
diagonal elements, according to the Gershgorin circle theorems, and eigen-decomposition
of C01:k,1:k is found (lines 7-12). Next, process 0 broadcasts the eigen-pair to the other
processes (lines 13-14), and finally each process calculates its partition of F in F p using
Equation (6.3) (lines 15-18).
Algorithm 6 shows the pseudocode of the parallel low-rank label propagation imple-
mented using MPI based on Equation (6.5). In the algorithm, each process p starts with
a partition F p of F by rows, obtained by the Nystro¨m approximation, and a partition
fp0 ∈ R
n
P
×1 of f0. First, each process initializes fp as a uniform vector of 1/n, with same
size as fp0 (line 2). In the iterative process of low-rank label propagation (lines 3-13),
the update of fp is calculated in lines 4-7. Notice that, due to the partitions of f0 and f ,
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Algorithm 5 Parallel Nystro¨m using MPI
1: function MPI Nystrom(Cp, n, k)
2: if p = 0 then
3: Cp1:k,1:k = (C
p
1:k,1:k + C
pT
1:k,1:k)/2
4: end if
5: sp = sum(|Cp|)
6: MPI Allreduce(sp, s, k)
7: if p = 0 then
8: for i = 1→ k do
9: Cpi,i = si
10: end for
11: [eigvals, eigvecs] = EIG(Cp1:k,1:k)
12: end if
13: MPI Broadcast(eigvals, 0)
14: MPI Broadcast(eigvecs, 0)
15: F p = Cp ∗ eigvecs
16: for i = 1→ k do
17: F pi = F
p
i /
√
eigvalsi
18: end for
19: return F p
20: end function
results of the calculation of (F p)T fp by each process (line 5) needs to be added together
using MPI Allreduce (line 6). The convergence of the algorithm is then checked by
the maximum element-wise different between the current and previous iterations with
a threshold tol (lines 8-12), using another MPI Allreduce to obtain the maximum value
across all the processes (line 9).
Apache Spark on Hadoop parallel implementation
The Apache Hadoop is a framework that allows the distributed processing of large
datasets across clusters of computers using the programming model known as MapRe-
duce. Hadoop is designed to scale up from single servers to thousands of machines, each
offering local computation and storage. Moreover, it is fault tolerant because rather
than relying on hardware to deliver high-availability, the library is designed to detect
and handle failures at the application level. Apache Spark implements Resilient Dis-
tributed Datasets (RDD), which is a fault-tolerant collection of elements that can be
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Algorithm 6 Parallel low-rank label propagation using MPI
1: function MPI LRLP(F p, f0
p, n, k, α,maxIter, tol)
2: fp = ones( nP , 1)/n
3: for t = 1→ maxIter do
4: fpold = f
p
5: fptmp = (F
p)T ∗ fp
6: MPI Allreduce(fptmp, k,MPI SUM)
7: fp = α ∗ F p ∗ fptmp + (1− α) ∗ f0p
8: tmp = max(abs(fpold − fp))
9: MPI Allreduce(tmp, 1,MPI MAX)
10: if tmp < tol then
11: break
12: end if
13: end for
14: return fp
15: end function
operated on in parallel and stored in memory. With RDDs, the Apache Spark requires
much less disk operations for better scalability. We implemented LP-LOKA with the
machine learning library MLLib in Apache Spark to perform the linear algebra opera-
tions.
Algorithm 7 shows pseudocode of Nystro¨m approximation implementation using
Spark on Apache Hadoop. In the algorithm, we first filter the first k rows of C (line 2),
that will be used to make G symmetric (lines 3-5). Then, map-and-reduce operations
are used to find the sum of rows of C, for each column (line 6), to ensure G is positive
definite, by the Gershgorin circle theorems (lines 7-13). The SVD of G is calculated at
line 14 which is used to calculate F by Equation 6.3 (lines 16-17).
Algorithm 8 shows the pseudocode of low-rank label propagation implemented using
Spark on Apache Hadoop. f ∈ Rn×1 is first initialized uniformly as 1/n (line 3). The
iterative process (lines 4-14) first calculates ftmp as FF
T f (line 6). The new f is then
obtained by first using a map operation to multiply α to ftmp, and then add the result to
f0 (line 7). The maximum element-wise difference between the new and old f vectors is
found by combining f and fold using a zip operation, and then calculating the absolute
element-wise difference between each position, followed by a max operation (lines 8-10).
The Nystro¨m approximation requires O(k3) time to perform SVD on G, and O(nk2)
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Algorithm 7 Parallel Nystro¨m using Spark on Apache Hadoop
1: function Spark Nystrom(C, k)
2: G = C.filter(c→ c.row < k)
3: G = G.join(G.transpose).map((g1, g2)→
4: (g1.row, g1.col, (g1.val + g2.val)/2)
5: )
6: s = C.map(c→ (c.col, |c.val|)).reduce( + )
7: G = G.join(s).map((g, e)→
8: if g.row == g.col then
9: (g.row, g.col, (g.val + e.val)
10: else
11: (g.row, g.col, g.val)
12: end if
13: )
14: [U, S] = G.svd
15: S = S.map(s→ s−1/2)
16: F = C.multiply(U).multiply(S)
17: return F
18: end function
for the matrix multiplication with C and thus the total time complexity is O(k3 +nk2).
The query of a sequence q by low-rank label propagation takes O(knt) time, where t is
the total number of iterations for convergence of Equation (6.5).
In Algorithm 5 with the parallel implementation using MPI with P processes by
using row partitioning of C, the time complexity of matrix multiplication is reduced to
O(nk2P ). Due to the required MPI broadcast of eigenvectors of G, shown in line 6 of the
algorithm, a new O(k2 log(P )) term is added such that the total complexity becomes
O(k3 + nk2P + k2 log(P )).
Using row partitioning of F and f , the parallel time complexity of a query by low-
rank label propagation becomes O(t(nkP + k log(P ))). As shown in Algorithm 6, a new
O(k log(P )) term is added to the total complexity due to the required all-reduce MPI
operation (line 6) after the F Tp fp multiplication for each process p, where Fp and fp are
partitioning of F and f , respectively.
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Algorithm 8 Parallel low-rank label propagation using Spark on Apache Hadoop
1: function Spark LRLP(F, f0, n, α,maxIter, tol)
2: f0 = f0.map(e→ (1− α) ∗ e)
3: f = ones(n, 1)/n
4: for t = 1→ maxIter do
5: fold = f
6: ftmp = F.multiply(F.transpose.multiply(f))
7: f = ftmp.map(e→ α ∗ e).add(f0)
8: tmp = f.zip(fold).map((e1, e2)→
9: |e1− e2|
10: ).max
11: if tmp < tol then
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: return f
16: end function
6.3 Experiments
In the experiments, we evaluated the scalability and the performance of LP-LOKA
in the context of protein ranking, with a focus on remote homology detection or fold
recognition. We tested the algorithm on protein networks of varying sizes constructed
with the proteins from SCOP [97, 98] and Swiss-Prot [99], and domains from ADDA
[100]. By interpretation of the results, we correlate the improvement of protein ranking
with the size of the protein networks. Finally, we examine the ranking performance
under choices of different numbers of representative protein sequences.
6.3.1 Datasets
We downloaded 27, 951 domain sequences from the Structural Classification of Proteins
(SCOP-95) database [97, 98], version 2.06, among which we separated 13, 710 domain se-
quences with less than 40% identity to each other as SCOP-40, which is a gold standard
set of proteins commonly used to evaluate protein homology detection and fold recog-
nition [103, 113, 114]. We also downloaded all the manually annotated 335, 219 protein
sequences in Swiss-Prot-90 from UniProtKB [99], version 2017 10, and a random subset
of 664, 781 sequences from the Automatic Domain Decomposition Algorithm (ADDA)
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Dataset # of Sequences
SCOP-40 13,710 (ns40)
SCOP-95 27,951 (ns95)
100k Uniprot / Swiss-Prot-90 100,000 (n100ksp)
200k Uniprot / Swiss-Prot-90 200,000 (n200ksp)
Uniprot / Swiss-Prot-90 335,219 (nsp)
ADDA 664,781 (nad)
Table 6.1: Datasets used in the LP-LOKA experiments
[100] domain database version 4. The datasets along with the number of sequences are
summarized in Table 6.1, where n100ksp and n200ksp indicate the numbers of sequences in
a subset of, respectively, 100K and 200K Swiss-Prot-90 sequences, randomly selected.
6.3.2 Data preparation
The process to generate the input data C ∈ Rn×k from PSI-BLAST for building a
protein network is the following:
1. Build a PSI-BLAST database D composed of all the n protein sequences;
2. For each query sequence q ∈ A, generate a PSI-BLAST profile Q by searching the
database D with 5 iterations and inclusion threshold e-value= 0.01;
3. Query the profile Q against the database D in the final iteration with e-value
cutoff of 103;
4. Combine the result of all the queries in a single matrix C and transform the e-values
by e−E/σ with σ = 100.
Note that step (2) and (3) are separated PSI-BLAST searches with different e-value
cutoff to improve the sensitivity of building the profiles. For LP-LOKA, the number of
queries k is only ns40 assuming that the SCOP folds and superfamilies well represent
the protein structure space.
We tested LP-LOKA with two different initial ranking: LP-LOKA (PSI), in which
the initial ranking f0 is obtained by PSI-BLAST, and LP-LOKA (HHB) initialized by
HHBlits. Since HHBlits search is only scalable to compute the initialization of the
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proteins in the (ns95 + n100ksp) list, we set the remaining entries in f0 as 0 for running
LP-LOKA (HHB) on larger networks.
We set α = 0.9 for label propagation in LP-LOKA selected by leave-one-out among
0.1, 0.5 and 0.9. The α parameter balances the fitting to the structure of the protein
network and the initialization F0. To further demonstrate the effect and focus only on
the top of the rankings, we also selected α = 10−6 in the experiments.
6.3.3 Related work
There are many previous methods proposed for ranking proteins in a database, such as
PSI-BLAST, HMMer/JackHMMer, HHSearch/HHBlits, discussed in Section 2.2.2.
PSI-BLAST was compared using the same setup as the one used to initialize LP-
LOKA. HMMer v3.1b was applied with 5 iterations using jackhmmer to build a profile
HMM for a query q against a database D, and then hmmsearch to query the homologs
using profile HMM against a database D. For HHBlits v3.0-beta.3, we prepared custom
HMM databases for the datasets of ns95 and (ns95 +n100ksp) and run each query q for 5
iterations using option -realign -mact 0 which uses local Viterbi search followed by
the Maximum Accuracy (MAC) algorithm to realign the proteins globally on a local
posterior probability matrix similarly as [114]. HHBlits does not scale well to larger
databases due to the complexity of building HMM from MSA and performing HMM-
HMM alignment for each sequence in the database.
Besides these methods, we compared LP-LOKA with the following baselines:
RankProp
RankProp [115, 103] is a random walk-like method that exploits the entire network of
similarity relationships among pairs of proteins in a database by performing a diffusion
operation (label propagation) on a weighted network. The weights in the network are
usually found by pairwise similarities computed by PSI-BLAST. The remote homologous
proteins can be detected by the ranking of the scores after the convergence of diffusion.
For RankProp, the same process as of LP-LOKA was used except k = n because of
the need in computing all the pairwise similarities.
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CNFpred
CNFpred [116] is a protein threading method that performs sequence-template align-
ment with Conditional Neural Fields graphical model. CNFpred aligns a query protein
sequence to its remote template using a non-linear scoring function to account for the
correlation among a variety of protein sequence and structural features, and sequential
information in consecutive residues to be aligned. Note that as a typical threading
method, CNFpred requires the 3D structures of the target sequences to be available for
modeling with the structural features.
To test CNFpred as a protein threading method, we built a custom database with
SCOP-40 sequences from SCOP v1.75 using the software tools provided by the authors
of CNFpred. The software builds a feature file for each protein in the database with a
variety of sequence and structural information, such as HMM profile, PSI-BLAST PSSM
and PDB coordinates. After building the database, we used the CNFsearch program to
find similar templates in the database, for each query protein sequence.
6.3.4 Evaluation
The performance was evaluated by querying test sequences in SCOP-40 to retrieve the
sequences that are in the same SCOP family/superfamily for remote homology detection
or the same family/superfamily/fold for fold recognition from the protein databases. In
fold recognition, only folds with at least two superfamilies (6,723 query sequences) were
evaluated, and similarly, in remote homology detection, only sequences in superfamilies
with at least two families (11,782 query sequences) were evaluated. The performance
was evaluated in two different scenarios:
• Leave-one-out: only the query sequence itself is removed (if it is in the database)
from the evaluation and all other sequences are kept in the ranking for calculating
AUC;
• Leave-siblings-out: not only the query sequence itself is removed (if it is in
the database) but also the sibling sequences – i.e., sequence in the same family
for remote homology detection and sequence in the same superfamily for fold
recognition – are also removed from the list of targets.
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The protein ranking was evaluated by Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC)
calculated as the area under the curve (AUC) by the perfcurve MATLAB function.
6.3.5 LP-LOKA improves both scalability and ranking
LP-LOKA only requires k sequence queries against a database D in the data preparation
process to perform protein ranking. To measure the scalability, we compare the model
preparation time between LP-LOKA and the baselines methods by network sizes using
1 core on an Intel Xeon E52687W v3 3.10GHz, 25M Cache, with 256GB of RAM. Since
the HMM construction in HHBlits is slow due to the MSA, we calculated the time using
16 MPI processes and estimated the time multiplying by 16.
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Figure 6.2: LP-LOKA scalability.
(A) The time needed to construct a protein network for LP-LOKA and RankProp or
profile HMM models for HMMer and HHBlits. The solid lines represent the measured
actual time, and the dashed lines represent predicted time estimated from an average of
50 random queries. (B) Runtime and memory requirement to run LP-LOKA per protein
query, by network size using 16 processes. (C) Runtime and memory requirement to
run LP-LOKA per protein query by the number of processes using network of size 1
million sequences.
Figure 6.2(A) shows the estimated time for model construction in the compared
methods. With k fixed as ns40, LP-LOKA is more than two orders of magnitude faster
than RankProp and HHBlits. Specifically, when using a database of size 106 (ns95 +
nsp+nad), LP-LOKA data preparation time using 1 thread takes ≈ 5.6 days to perform
the ns40 PSI-BLAST queries, against more than 1.13 year (estimated) for the RankProp,
and more than 5.34 years (estimated) for HHBlits to complete the MSA.
Figure 6.2(B) shows the average runtime and memory requirements of LP-LOKA
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by network size, using 16 MPI processes. As shown in the Methods Section, LP-LOKA
parallel time complexity using MPI is O(t(nkP +k log(P ))), which is linear in the network
size n, where k is the rank and P is the number of MPI processes. Specifically, when
using a network with (ns95 + nsp + nad) sequences, the mean query time for LP-LOKA
is only 25.8s. Moreover, each process requires only 7.8GB of memory which is scalable
in most common laptops or desktops nowadays. Note that HMMer only builds a profile
HMM for the query sequence and thus, is the most scalable. However, the iterative
search with the profile HMM around the query sequence is similar to PSI-BLAST and
thus, provides limited sensitivity for remote homology detection and fold recognition as
shown in our results in the later experiments.
Figure 6.2(C) shows the runtime and memory consumption of LP-LOKA by the num-
ber of MPI processes when performing queries on the network of size (ns95 +nsp+nad).
When only two processes are used, the average query runtime is 2.3 minutes requiring
53GB of RAM memory per process. When scaling the algorithm to 16 processes, the
runtime becomes 25.8s requiring only 7.8GB of memory per process.
6.3.6 The larger the network, the better the ranking
To investigate how the size of the protein similarity network impacts the performance of
protein ranking, we constructed protein similarity networks of varying sizes n (number
of sequences): ns95, (ns95 +n100ksp), (ns95 +n200ksp), (ns95 + nsp), (ns95 + nsp + nad) as
described in Table 6.1. We tested LP-LOKA(PSI), LP-LOKA(HHB), PSI-BLAST and
HMMer on all the networks/databases. RankProp does not scale on the largest case
(ns95 + nsp + nad) with the requirement of running 1 million queries against the database
to build all-vs-all network. HHBlits was only evaluated on ns95 and (ns95 + n100ksp),
which already required 14 days of database preparation using 16 MPI processes on an
Intel Xeon E52687W v3 3.10GHz, 25M Cache with 256GB of RAM on our server.
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Figure 6.3: Protein remote homology detection on SCOP-40.
The plots show the results of protein remote homology detection for the 13,710 sequences
of SCOP-40 queried individually in AUC-1, AUC-50 and AUC as as leave-one-out (first
row) and leave-siblings-out (second row). The results are shown for the experiments on
networks/databases of different size.
Figure 6.3 shows the results for remote homology detection and Figure 6.4 shows
the results of fold recognition evaluated by leave-one-out and leave-siblings-out on the
SCOP-40 sequences. There are several interesting observations.
First, all the tested methods show very consistent improvement in the ranking per-
formance when the protein similarity network/database gets larger. While it is already
known that multiple sequence alignment to larger protein databases builds better se-
quence profiles for PSI-BLAST or profile HMMs for HMMer and HHBlits, the results
also strongly support the same conclusion that larger protein similarity networks also
provides more network topological features for better label propagation. For example,
the AUC of LP-LOKA(PSI) is improved from 0.8 to 0.9 for remote homology and 0.64
to 0.72 for fold recognition in leave-one-out experiments.
Second, all the results show that LP-LOKA(PSI) performed very similarly to
RankProp in almost every case in the networks of sizes up to (ns95 + nsp) even though
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LP-LOKA is based on the low-rank kernel approximation without computing the com-
plete pairwise sequence similarity matrix. The results strongly support that the low-rank
kernel approximation captures most of the information in the complete protein similar-
ity network to achieve comparable ranking performance. Since LP-LOKA(PSI) could
also scale up to 1 million sequences in the largest network of size (ns95 + nsp + nad),
the scalability further improved the ranking performance by a large margin compared
to RankProp on the network of size (ns95 +nsp). Specifically, LP-LOKA(PSI) was able
to improve AUC-50 from 0.2518 to 0.2735 for remote homology detection and from
0.6152 to 0.6598 for fold recognition in leave-one-out by utilizing the large number of
nad sequences.
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Figure 6.4: Protein fold recognition on SCOP-40.
The plots show the results of fold recognition for the 13,710 sequences of SCOP-40
queried individually in AUC-1, AUC-50 and AUC as as leave-one-out (first row) and
leave-siblings-out (second row). The results are shown for the experiments on net-
works/databases of different size.
Third, while the HMM-HMM alignment based HHBlits show high sensitivity at
the top of the ranking, it is very interesting that LP-LOKA(HHB) with the initialized
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by HHBlits, further improved the ranking results than HHBlits by a significant margin.
For example, LP-LOKA(HHB) achieves AUC-50 of 0.3045 vs 0.2352 by HHBlits for fold
recognition in leave-one-out when using the network of size (ns95 + n100ksp). The im-
portant results indicate that protein networks contains information beyond alignment-
induced similarities by profiles or profile HMMs. Combining the two kinds of information
together generates better results than using either one kind of information.
6.3.7 Selecting representative sequences
To understand the variation under different choices of the low-rank k, we also evalu-
ated the performance by selecting the k representative sequences using Repset [101] in
addition to using SCOP-40 sequences (k = ns40). Repset selects representative protein
sequence subsets using submodular optimization to obtain a small but structurally di-
verse set of proteins. We applied Repset to the SCOP-95 sequences with mixture =
0.5 and extracted the 10, 100, 1000 and 5000 most representative sequences for running
LP-LOKA. We measured the leave-one-out results with networks of size (ns95 +nsp)×k,
where k is the number representative sequences for the comparison.
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Figure 6.5: Selection of representative sequences for LP-LOKA.
Figure 6.5 shows the results of protein ranking for the different numbers of rep-
resentative sequences. Each case was run with low-rank label propagation parameter
α = 0.1, which achieves the best overall results in the leave-one-out experiments. For
the results of using SCOP-40 as the representative sequences, two parameters: α = 0.1,
which achieves the best overall AUC, and α = 0.9, which achieves the best AUC-100
were reported for better comparison. We can notice that the sequences selected from
Repset package well represent SCOP-95 and also yields expected results. At the lower
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ranks below 5000, the improvement from increasing the rank is significantly large in
both folds and superfamilies as k increases from 10 to 100, 1000 and 5000 while the
performance difference between using k = 5000 and k = 13, 710 (SCOP-40) is small.
More specifically, k = 5000 representative sequences in fold recognition gives AUC-100
of 0.2408 and AUC of 0.7046, against AUC-100 of 0.2703 with SCOP-40 (α = 0.9)
and AUC of 0.7043 with SCOP-40 (α = 0.1). Similarly, in remote homology detection,
for k = 5000 representative sequences we obtain AUC-100 of 0.5913 and AUC of 0.88,
against AUC-100 of 0.6436 with SCOP-40 (α = 0.9) and AUC of 0.8801 with SCOP-40
(α = 0.1). The results suggest that choosing k > 5000 sequences from SCOP-95 should
already captured the low-rank structure in the complete protein similarity network,
and thus SCOP-40 well represents the information in the complete protein network for
remote homology detection and fold recognition.
6.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have shown that massive protein networks can be utilized for scalable
label propagation through the approach that we call LP-LOKA. We have validated LP-
LOKA in the task of remote homology detection and fold recognition. LP-LOKA can
also be used to perform phenome-genome association analysis by algorithms such as
tlDLP or Bi-Random walk discussed previously. We expect LP-LOKA available as
a large-scale computing software will play an important role in analyzing high-order
learning with massive protein networks.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and Discussion
7.1 Conclusion
Phenome-genome association analysis is important to provide tools for the better under-
standing of characteristics of species according to the genetic markers identified. This
technique can be used, for instance, for helping to guide the development of targeted
therapies and new drugs according to markers associated with the diseases. Moreover,
the relationship between the expression of phenotypes and environmental factors make
it desirable to analyze the correlation between genes and geoclimate variables and to use
them in prediction tasks. However, as we have seen in the Chapter 1, there are many
limitations of current approaches when applied to this challenging tasks, in special by
the high-order methods, which utilize the information from multiple sources simulta-
neously. This thesis, therefore, propose to tackle the limitations with a set of novel
high-order methods for network-based phenome-genome association analysis:
Our previous work tlDLP [75] studied how multi-task learning could better predict
phenotype-gene associations in HPO by effectively summarizing the ontology structure,
and how transfer learning across HPO and GO could further bring useful training in-
formation. The comparison to Label Propagation suggests that multi-task learning
can combine relevant training associations and the predictions along with the ontology
structure so that the training information from one entity is propagated to the others,
resulting in an overall improvement. The comparison to BiRW and ontology-guided
group Lasso suggest that, although all the three multi-task learning methods use the
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same information, DLP is probably a better fitting to the ontology structure. The net-
work propagation performed by BiRW emphasizes phenotype-gene bi-modules in the
Kronecker Product graph between PPI network and HPO graph and thus, is not a suit-
able choice for ontology. In contrast, DLP performs the two propagations separately in
the two graphs such that the gene clusters are summarized for each phenotype and the
ontology path is summarized for each gene.
Then, to study the role of geoclimate variables in phenotype prediction, in partic-
ular, flowering time of Arabidopsis thaliana, and the interactions between geoclimate
variables and genomic features, we proposed HCCA, a hierarchical approach for data
integration with canonical correlation analysis. We have shown the advantages of using
advanced computation techniques, including condition number to measure cross-dataset
correlation, graph Laplacian to incorporate network information in co-projection, and
hierarchical analysis of canonical factor loadings to detect gene-environment interac-
tions. HCCA has been shown a useful data integration technique for phenotype pre-
diction and a better understanding of the interactions between gene functions and the
environment as more functional information is introduced by co-projection of multiple
genomic datasets.
Finally, to allow the incorporation of massive protein networks in the network-based
phenome-genome association analysis, we have shown a scalable formulation of label
propagation using the low-rank approximation and parallel computing that can utilize
millions of proteins, called LPLOKA [117]. The algorithm is an important advance
since DNA sequencing technologies in the past decade have enabled protein sequence
databases such as UniProt [9] to grow at a very high rate while solved protein structures
in RCSB PDB [30] and manual/experimental functional annotations in Gene Ontology
are growing at a much slower rate. Our experiments have shown that when LP-LOKA
is applied to the task of protein remote homology detection and fold recognition, the
method can successfully use the massive protein network to improve rank prediction.
In summary, all models proposed in this thesis showed promising results in both
simulations and experiments in phenome analysis. The proposed algorithms are useful
computational tools for the phenotype research community.
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7.2 Further Work
In this section, we will discuss some limitation of our current methods and propose
several further work and directions.
7.2.1 tlDLP
tlDLP has been shown a helpful method for genome-phenome association analysis
through the incorporation of gene function annotation of a gene ontology. However,
we notice that our analyze was limited to the transfer learning between only two on-
tologies: the HPO and GO. One potential direction to improve tlDLP to explore an
even large number of ontologies. In this situation, one alternative is to extend tlDLP to
multiple ontologies by replicating the number of graph Laplacian terms on the objec-
tive function and enforcing the transfer learning in a pairwise way. Using more complex
ways to apply the transfer learning across all the graphs simultaneously can be also an
interesting direction. Keep in mind that the number of hyper-parameters could become
large depending on the number of ontologies and, in this situation, one alternative could
be to use balancing terms β and (1 − β) instead of two parameters β and γ on each
DLP term.
Moreover, our applicability was evaluated in a scenario in which true positive asso-
ciations between genes and phenotypes are known a priori. However, we do not consider
the situation in which true negative are also known, due to the lack of availability of
this information in our scenario. Since this might be available in other fields, further
work would be possible to explore this situation, such that to add knowledge to improve
prediction of new associations. One possibility would be to have different values for
positive, negative and unknown associations, such as 1, -1 and 0, respectively, during
the analysis.
7.2.2 HCCA
We have shown that HCCA is a helpful method to combine geoclimate variables of
the plant accession location with genomics data. However, even though these variables
are indicative of the phenotype, they do not constitute the growth environment of the
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individuals. Currently, there is no large-scale environment data available, even for Ara-
bidopsis thaliana populations, to enable the complete analysis. Therefore, further work
could explore this situation if data becomes available. Please note that HCCA and the
other techniques used in this study are all applicable to the analysis, however, we cannot
conclude that the same observation would apply to the environmental information from
the grown location.
Moreover, the phenotype prediction analysis of our study was performed using Sup-
port Vector Regression. We notice, however, that it might be possible to further opti-
mize the predictions but we choose to focus on the data integration aspect in this study.
Therefore, one direction to improve our work is to focus the analysis on the exploration
of other regression models aim to improve the prediction accuracy.
7.2.3 LP-LOKA
LP-LOKA has been shown a helpful tool to allow the use of massive protein networks
by algorithms based on label propagation. Our work, however, has applied the Nystro¨m
algorithm for the low-rank kernel approximation. One direction for further work could
be on improving the approximation by using other alternatives, such as MEKA [118]
or one based on the QR factorization. While at first, any type of approximation would
be feasible, we note that further work should make sure that the algorithm is scalable
on the manipulation of matrices and applicable to the case in which the data is rank
deficient.
Moreover, the work has been presented as requiring a similarity measure to be ob-
tained from PSI-BLAST, HMMer, or HHBlits due to the application to the homology
detection context. In fact, this is not required and further work can utilize LP-LOKA
by directly utilizing samples at low dimensional space, which makes the algorithm ap-
plicable to many other domains. However, in this situation, it is necessary to calculate
a similarity between a subset of representative samples and the remaining samples ac-
cording to a kernel, such as Gaussian. In order to select the representative samples,
most common choices are random or by using a clustering strategy, such as k-Means.
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